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Multicore microprocessors are now at the heart of nearly all desktop and laptop computers.
While these chips offer exciting opportunities for the creation of newer and faster applications,
they also challenge students and educators. How can the new generation of computer scientists
growing up with multicore chips learn to program applications that exploit this latent processing
power? This unique book is an attempt to introduce concurrent programming to first-year
computer science students, much earlier than most competing products. This book assumes no
programming background but offers a broad coverage of Java. It includes 159 numbered and
numerous inline examples as well as 301 exercises categorized as "conceptual,"
"programming," and "experiments." The problem-oriented approach presents a problem,
explains supporting concepts, outlines necessary syntax, and finally provides its solution. All
programs in the book are available for download and experimentation. A substantial index of
5,039 entries makes it easy for readers to locate relevant information. In a fast-changing field,
this book is continually updated and refined. The 2013 version is the sixth "draft edition" of this
volume, and features numerous revisions based on student feedback.
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PracticeExperimentsIndexPreface to Draft 6.0Welcome to Start Concurrent! This book is
intended as an entry point into the multicore revolution that is now in full swing. It is designed to
introduce students to concurrent programming at the same time they are learning the basics of
sequential programming, early in their college days. After mastering the concepts covered here,
students should be prepared when they encounter more complex forms of concurrency in
advanced courses and in the workplace. A generation of students who learn concurrency from
their first course will be ready to exploit the full power of multicore chips by the time they join the
workforce.Multicore processors are omnipresent. Whether you use a desktop or a laptop,
chances are that your computer has a multicore chip at its heart. Desktop parallel computers
have been prophesied for years. That time has come. Parallel computers sit on our desks and
our laps. This progress in microprocessor technology has thrown a challenge to educators: How
can we teach concurrent programming?Computer programming has been taught in academia
for decades. However, the unwritten goal in nearly every beginning programming class has been
teaching students to write, compile, test, and debug sequential programs. Material related to
concurrent programming is often left to courses about operating systems and programming
languages or courses in high performance computing. Now that parallel computers are on our
desks, should we consider introducing the fundamentals of concurrent programming in beginner
classes in programming? Of course, there are many opinions about this question.For our part,
we believe that concurrent programming can be, and should be, taught to first year students.
This book aims at introducing concurrent programming from almost the first day. The rationale
for our belief stems from another belief that procedural thinking, sequential as well as
concurrent, is natural. People knew how to solve problems in a sequential manner, long before
the study of algorithms became a formal subject and computer science a formal discipline. And
this rationale applies to problem solving using a collection of sequential solutions applied
concurrently. Watch a cook in the kitchen and you will see concurrency in action. Watch a movie
and you will see concurrency in action as various subplots, scenes, and flashbacks weave the
plot together. Parents use concurrent solutions to solve day-to-day problems as they juggle
caring for their children, a career, and a social life.If people naturally solve problems sequentially
and concurrently, why do we need to teach them programming? Programming is a way to map
an algorithmic solution of a problem to an artificial language such as Java. It is an activity that



requires formal analysis, specialized vocabulary, and razor sharp logic. The real intellectual
substance of programming lies in this mapping process. What is the best way to transform a
sequential solution to an artificial language? How can a sequential solution be broken into
concurrent parts that run faster than the original? How can a large problem be divided into small,
manageable chunks that can be programmed separately and then integrated into a whole? In
addition, there are issues of testing, debugging, documentation, and management of the
software development process, which combine to make programming a limitless field for
intellectual curiosity.Target audienceThis book is intended to teach college level students with no
programming experience over a period of two semesters. Although we start with concurrency
concepts from the very beginning, it is difficult for students with no prior programming
experience to write useful multithreaded programs by the end of their first semester. By the end
of the second semester, however, this book can lead a student from a blank slate to a capable
programmer of complex parallel programs that exploit the power of multicore processors.The
content in this book could also be used for single semester courses. Chapters 1 through 12 are
intended for the absolute beginner. If you do not want to introduce concurrent programming in a
first course, these chapters should prove adequate. The concurrency material and exercises in
these chapters are well-marked and can be ignored without negatively impacting the other
material. For a second course in programming, Chapters 1 through 12 should be used as review
material as well as an introduction to concurrent programming. Most material from Chapters 13
onward could then be covered in a single semester.Nature of the material coveredJava is a
complex language. Its long list of features makes it difficult for an instructor to decide what to
cover and what to leave out. Often there is a tendency to cover more material than less. We have
noticed that today’s student uses not only a textbook but also the large volume of material
available on the web to learn any subject, including programming. Our focus is consequently
more on fundamental elements of programming and less on giving a complete description of
Java. Where appropriate we direct the student to websites where relevant reference material can
be found.Classes and objects are an essential part of Java. Some educators have adopted an
“objects early” approach that focuses heavily on object oriented principles from the very
beginning. Although we see many merits in this approach, we feel compelled to start with logic,
arithmetic, and control flow so that students have a firm foundation of what to put inside their
objects. A full treatment of classes and objects unfolds throughout the book, moving naturally
from monolithic programs to decomposition into methods to full object
orientation.OrganizationThe material covered can be divided up in different ways depending on
the needs of the instructor or the student. Chapters 1 through 12, with the exception of Chapter
7, are designed to introduce the student to Java and programming in general. Chapters 7 and 15
cover material related to graphical user interfaces and can be skipped if these topics are not of
interest. Chapters 13 and 14 give an in-depth treatment of the concurrency features of Java.
Although we make an effort to mark concurrency material and keep it independent from the rest
of the content, those chapters numbered 15 and higher will assume some knowledge and



interest in concurrency. Chapter 15 itself covers debugging and testing, which is even more
crucial in a concurrent environment. The rest of the book covers advanced material relating to
OO design, data structures, and I/O.Chapter layoutOne feature of this book that separates it
from many Java textbooks is its problem-driven approach. Most chapters are divided into the
following parts.ProblemA motivating problem is given at the beginning of almost all chapters.
This problem is intended to show the value of the material covered in the chapter as well as
sketching a practical application.ConceptsOne or more short sections devoted to concepts is
given in each chapter. The concepts described in these sections are the fundamental topics
covered in the chapter, as well as main ideas needed to solve the chapter’s motivating problem.
These concepts are intended to be broad and language neutral. Java syntax is kept to an
absolute minimum in these sections.SyntaxEach chapter has one or more sections describing
the Java syntax needed to implement the concepts already described in the Concepts sections.
These sections are typically longer and have numbered examples in Java code sprinkled
throughout.SolutionAfter the appropriate concepts and Java syntax needed to solve the
motivating problem have been given, a solution to the motivating problem is provided near the
end of the chapter. In this way, students are given plenty of time to think about the approach
needed to solve the problem before the answer is given.ConcurrencyFor all of the chapters
except for Chapters 13 and 14, the dedicated concurrency chapters, additional relevant
concurrency concepts and syntax are introduced in these specially marked sections, spreading
concurrency throughout the book.ExercisesEach chapter ends with exercises, which are divided
into three sections: Conceptual Problems, Programming Practice, and Experiments. Most
Conceptual Problems are simple and are intended as a quick test of the student’s
understanding. Problems in Programming Practice require students to implement a short
program in Java and can be used as homework assignments. Experiments are a special feature
of this textbook and are especially appropriate in the context of concurrency. Experiments focus
on the performance of a program, usually in terms of speed or memory usage. Students will
need to run short programs and measure their running time or other features, gaining practical
insight into speedup and other advantages and challenges of concurrency. References to
exercises are given throughout the chapter text.We hope that structuring chapters in this way
can be useful for many different kinds of readers. Novice programmers may wish to read each
chapter from start to end. Experienced programmers who have never programmed Java may
focus primarily on the Syntax sections to learn the appropriate Java syntax and semantics. Rusty
Java programmers may prefer to focus on the clearly numbered examples and exercises. Of
course, instructors are encouraged to use the motivating problems to motivate their lectures as
well.In addition, specially marked Pitfall sections throughout the book highlight common
programming errors and mistakes.Exercises involving concurrency or GUIs are clearly marked
so that students and instructors who are not interested in these topics can avoid them.What
topics does this book not cover?This book is not intended to be a comprehensive guide to Java.
Instead, it is intended to teach how to use computers to solve problems, especially concurrently.



Java has a marvelous wealth of packages and libraries that we do not have the space to cover.
For example, the Swing package for building user interfaces is discussed, but not in its entirety.
For material not found in this book, we expect students to refer to the material available on the
Oracle Java tutorial website () and other reference books and websites.SuggestionsQuest for
the ideal: For many of us, teaching programming is a constant challenge. While some students,
inspired by their interactions with computers, immediately love the subject, others find it tedious
and uninteresting. Perhaps no combination of pedagogy and teaching excellence will get all
students in a large freshman programming class to like programming. Nevertheless, some of us
keep trying to excite and motivate every single student in a class full of curious minds. Perhaps
this is the ideal that keeps many of us engaged in, and never bored of, teaching first year
programming.Java IDE: It is important that the students be introduced to a Java IDE very early in
the course. We recommend that students use a simpler rather than a more complex IDE. We
have successfully used DrJava though other simple IDEs might work just as well. For instructors
hoping to give their students experience with an industry-level IDE, we give examples using
Eclipse as well as DrJava in the chapter on testing and debugging and a few other times when
relevant.Concurrency at the start: It is important to begin the course with a lecture or two on the
relationship between problem-solving and computers. Chapter 2 covers this topic. It is during
these very early lectures instructors can introduce the notions of both sequential and concurrent
solutions. One could use simple problems from areas such as mathematics or physics or even
day to day life that lead to sequential and concurrent solutions. Early exposure to solutions these
problems, programmed in Java, can be beneficial students even if they do not understand all the
syntax.Input and output: The issue of what input and output material to cover can be dealt with in
several ways. While programming attractive GUIs may be exciting, some instructors prefer to
postpone detailed treatment of GUI-related material until late in a course. In this book we have
decided to follow a flexible approach. We begin by discussing the use of System.out.print () and
Scanner and the JOptionPane class as alternatives for basic input and output. Our assumption
is that most instructors will prefer the simplicity of command line I/O; however, those who favor a
more GUI-heavy approach can start early in Chapter 7 for GUI basics and eventually move onto
Chapter 15 for more depth in GUIs and Swing. Instructors who wish to concentrate only on
command line I/O are free to ignore these chapters.Sample courses in programmingPortions of
this material were used in an introductory course called “Introduction to Programming with
Concurrency.” More details on this course, including the topics covered each week, are available
at .Barry Wittman, Elizabethtown CollegeAditya P. Mathur and Tim Korb, Purdue
UniversitySeptember 21, 2012AcknowledgementsA number of people have played a significant
role in motivating the authors to undertake the task of writing this book and in the choice of
topics. First, during the spring of 2008, several faculty from the Department of Computer
Science and a scientist from Purdue’s ITaP, participated in early discussions related to the
teaching of concurrent programming in freshman classes. Despite the multitude of issues raised,
all participants seemed to agree on one point: that we ought to introduce concurrency early in



the Computer Science undergraduate curriculum. Thanks to all the participants, namely, Buster
Dunsmore, Ananth Grama, Suresh Jagannathan, Sunil Prabhakar, Faisal Saied, and Jan Vitek.
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valuable suggestions. This current draft has resulted from the many suggestions and critiques of
these reviewers.In the fall of 2008, we offered an experimental freshman class entitled
“Introduction to Programming with Concurrency.” This class was certainly one of the best we
have taught to freshmen–they retained their enthusiasm throughout the semester to learn the
subject. Thanks to Alexander Bartol, Alexander Coe, Eric Fisher, Benjamin Gilliland-Sauer, John
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project.Chapter 1Computer BasicsComputers are useless. They can only give you answers.–
Pablo Picasso1.1 Problem: Buying a computerWe begin almost every chapter of this book with a
motivating problem. Why? Sometimes it helps to see how tools can be applied in order to see
why they’re useful. As we move through each chapter, we cover background concepts needed to
solve the problem in the Concepts section, the specific technical details (usually in the form of
Java syntax) required in the Syntax and Semantics section, and eventually the solution to the
problem in the Solution sections. If you’re not interested in the problem, that’s fine! Feel free to
skip ahead to the Concepts section or directly to the Syntax and Semantics section, especially if
you already have some programming experience. Then, if you’d like to see another detailed
example, the solution to each chapter’s problem is still available as a reference.We’ll start with a
problem that is not about programming and may be familiar to you. Imagine you are just about to
start college and need a computer. Should you buy a Mac or PC? What kind of computer is
going to run programs faster? Do some kinds of computers crash more than others? Which
features are worth paying more for? Why are there so many buzzwords and so much
impenetrable jargon associated with buying a computer?When many people hear “computer
science,” these are often the first questions that come to mind. Most of this book is about
programming computers in a language called Java and not about the computers themselves.
We try to present all the material so that almost any kind of computer can be used when
programming the problems and examples. Nevertheless, both the hardware that makes up your



computer and the other software running on it affect the way the programs you write work.1.2
Concepts: Hardware and softwareComputers are ubiquitous. We see them nearly everywhere.
They are found in most homes, shops, cars, aircraft, phones, and inside many other devices.
Sometimes they are obvious, like a laptop sitting on a desk. But, most computers are hidden
inside other devices such as a watch or a flat panel television. Computers can be complex or
relatively simple machines. Despite their diversity, we can think of all computers in terms of their
hardware and the software that runs on it.1.2.1 HardwareHardware consists of the physical
components that make up a computer but not the programs or data stored on it. Hardware
components can be seen and touched, if you are willing to open the computer case. One way to
organize hardware is to break it down into three categories: the processor, the memory, and
input and output (I/O) devices.This view of a computer is a simplified version of what is called
the von Neumann architecture or a stored-program computer. It is a good (but imperfect) model
of most modern computers. In this model, a program (a list of instructions) is stored in memory.
The processor loads the program and performs the instructions, some of which require the
processor to do a lot of number-crunching. Sometimes the processor reads data out of memory
or writes new data into it. Periodically, the processor may send output to one of the output
devices or receive input from one of the input devices.In other words, the processor thinks, the
memory stores, and the I/O devices interact with the outside world. The processor sits between
the memory and the I/O devices. Let’s examine these categories further.Figure 1.1: Hardware
components in a typical desktop computer categorized into CPU, memory, and I/O
devices.CPUThe processor, or central processing unit (CPU), is the “brain” of a computer. It
fetches instructions, decodes them, and executes them. It may send data to or from memory or I/
O devices. The CPU on virtually all modern computers is a microprocessor, meaning that all the
computation is done by a single integrated circuit fabricated out of silicon. What are the
important features of CPUs? How do we measure their speed and power?Frequency: The
speed of a CPU (and indeed a computer as a whole) is often quoted in gigahertz (GHz). Hertz
(Hz) is a measurement of frequency. If something happens once per second, it has a frequency
of exactly 1 Hz. Perhaps the second hand on your watch moves with a frequency of 1 Hz. In
North America, the current in electrical outlets alternates with a frequency of approximately 60
Hz. Sound can also be measured by frequency. The lowest-pitched sound the human ear can
hear is around 20 Hz. The highest-pitched sound is around 20,000 Hz. Such a sound pulses
against your eardrum 20,000 times per second. That sounds like a lot, but many modern
computers operate at a frequency of 1 to 4 gigahertz. The prefix “giga” means “billion.” So, we
are talking about computers doing something more than a billion (1,000,000,000) times per
second.But what are they doing? This frequency is the clock rate, which marks how often a
regular electrical signal passes through the CPU. On each tick, the CPU does some
computation. How much? It depends. On some systems, simple instructions (like adding two
numbers) can be computed in a single clock cycle. Other instructions can take ten or more clock
cycles. Different processor designs can take different numbers of cycles to execute the same



instructions. Instructions are also pipelined, meaning that one instruction is being executed while
another one is being fetched or decoded. Different processors can have different ways of
optimizing this process. Because of these differences, the frequency of a processor as
measured in gigahertz is not a good way to compare the effective speed of one processor to
another, unless the two processors are very closely related. Even though it doesn’t really make
sense, clock rate is commonly advertised as the speed of a computer.Word size: Perhaps you
have heard of a 32-bit or 64-bit computer. As we discuss in the subsection about memory, a bit is
a 0 or a 1, the smallest amount of information you can record. Most new laptop and desktop
computers are 64-bit machines, meaning that they operate on 64 bits at a time and can use 64-
bit values as memory addresses. The instructions that it executes work on 64-bit quantities, i.e.,
numbers made up of 64 0s and 1s. The size of data that a computer can operate on with a single
instruction is known as its word size.In day to day operations, word size is not important to most
users. Certain programs that interact directly with the hardware, such as the operating system,
may be affected by the word size. For example, most modern 32-bit operating systems are
designed to run on a 64-bit processor, but most 64-bit operating systems do not run on a 32-bit
processor.Programs often run faster on machines with a larger word size, but they typically take
up more memory. A 32-bit processor (or operating system) cannot use more than 4 gigabytes
(defined below) of memory. Thus, a 64-bit computer is needed to take advantage of the larger
amounts of memory that are now available.Cache: Human brains both perform computations
and store information. A computer CPU performs computations, but, for the most part, does not
store information. The CPU cache is the exception. Most modern CPUs have a small, very fast
section of memory built right onto the chip. By guessing about what information the CPU is going
to use next, it can preload it into the cache and avoid waiting around for the slower regular
memory.Over time, caches have become more complicated and often have multiple levels. The
first level is very small but incredibly fast. The second level is larger and slower. And so on. It
would be preferable to have a large, first-level cache, but fast memory is expensive memory.
Each level is larger, slower, and cheaper than the last.Cache size is not a heavily advertised
CPU feature, but it makes a huge difference in performance. A processor with a larger cache can
often outperform a processor that is faster in terms of clock rate.Cores: Most laptops and
desktops available today have multicore processors. These processors contain two, four, six, or
even more cores. Each core is a processor capable of independently executing instructions, and
they can all communicate with the same memory.In theory, having six cores could allow your
computer to run six times as fast. In practice, this speedup is rarely the case. Learning how to
get more performance out of multicore systems is one of the major themes of this book.
Chapters 13 and 14 as well as sections marked Concurrency in other chapters are specifically
tailored for students interested in programming these multicore systems to work effectively. If you
aren’t interested in concurrent programming, you can skip these chapters and sections and use
this book as a traditional introductory Java programming textbook. On the other hand, if you are
interested in the increasingly important area of concurrent programming, Section 1.5 near the



end of this chapter is the first Concurrency section of the book and discusses multicore
processors more deeply.MemoryMemory is where all the programs and data on a computer are
stored. The memory in a computer is usually not a single piece of hardware. Instead, the storage
requirements of a computer are met by many different technologies.At the top of the pyramid of
memory is primary storage, memory that the CPU can access and control directly. On desktop
and laptop computers, primary storage usually takes the form of random access memory
(RAM). It is called random access memory because it takes the same amount of time to access
any part of RAM. Traditional RAM is volatile, meaning that its contents are lost when it’s
unpowered. All programs and data must be loaded into RAM to be used by the CPU.After
primary storage comes secondary storage, which is dominated by hard drives that store data on
spinning magnetic platters. Optical drives (such as CD, DVD, and Blu-ray), flash drives, and the
now virtually obsolete floppy drives fall into the category of secondary storage as well.
Secondary storage is slower than primary storage, but it is non-volatile. Some forms of
secondary storage such as CD-ROM and DVD-ROM are read only, but most are capable of
reading and writing.Before we can compare these kinds of storage effectively, we need to have a
system for measuring how much they store. In modern digital computers, all data is stored as a
sequence of 0s and 1s. In memory, the space that can hold either a single 0 or a single 1 is
called a bit, which is short for “binary digit.”A bit is a tiny amount of information. For
organizational purposes, we call a sequence of eight bits a byte. The word size of a CPU is two
or more bytes, but memory capacity is usually listed in bytes not words. Both primary and
secondary storage capacities have become so large that it is inconvenient to describe them in
bytes. Computer scientists have borrowed prefixes from physical scientists to create suitable
units.Common units for measuring memory are bytes, kilobytes, megabytes, gigabytes, and
terabytes. Each unit is 1,024 times the size of the previous unit. Notice that 210 (1,024) is almost
the same as 103 (1,000). Sometimes it is not clear which value is meant. Disk drive
manufacturers always use powers of 10 when they quote the size of their disks. Thus, a 1 TB
hard disk can hold 1012 (1,000,000,000,000) bytes, not 240 (1,099,511,627,776) bytes.
Standards organizations have advocated that the terms kibibyte (KiB), mebibyte (MiB), gibibyte
(GiB), and tebibyte (TiB) be used to refer to the units based on powers of 2 while the traditional
names be used to refer only to the units based on powers of 10, but the new terms have not yet
become popular.Figure 1.2: A computer’s memory contains bits organized as bytes and words.
One bit contains either a 0 or a 1. A byte contains eight bits. A word may contain two or more
bytes. Shown here is a word containing four bytes, or 32 bits. Computer scientists often number
items starting at zero, as we discuss in Chapter 6.We called memory a pyramid earlier in this
section. At the top there is a small but very fast amount of memory. As we work down the
pyramid, the storage capacity grows but the speed slows down. Of course, the pyramid for every
computer is different. Below is a table that shows many kinds of memory moving from the fastest
and smallest to the slowest and largest. Effective speed is hard to measure (and is changing as
technology progresses), but note that each layer in the pyramid tends to be 10-100 times slower



than the previous layer.I/O devicesI/O devices have much more variety than CPUs or memory.
Some I/O devices, such as USB ports, are permanently connected by a printed circuit board to
the CPU. Other devices called peripherals are connected to a computer as needed. Their types
and features are many and varied, and in this book, we do not go deeply into how to interact with
I/O devices.Common input devices include mice, keyboards, touch pads, microphones, game
pads, and drawing tablets. Common output devices include monitors, speakers, and printers.
Some devices perform both input and output, such as a network card.Remember that our view
of computer hardware as CPU, memory, and I/O devices is only a model. A PCI Express socket
can be considered an I/O device, but the graphics card that fits into the socket can be
considered one as well. And the monitor that connects to the graphics card is yet another one.
Although the graphics card is an I/O device, it has its own processor and memory, too. It’s
pointless to get bogged down in too many details. One of the most important skills in computer
science is finding the right level of detail and abstraction to view a given problem.1.2.2
SoftwareWithout hardware computers would not exist, but software is equally important.
Software is the programs and data that are executed and stored by the computer. The focus of
this book is learning to write software.Software includes the infinite variety of computer
programs. With the right tools (many of which are free), anyone can write a program that runs on
a Windows, Mac, or Linux machine. Although it would be nearly impossible to list all the different
kinds of software, a few categories are worth mentioning.Operating Systems: The operating
system (OS) is the software that manages the interaction between the hardware and the rest of
the software. Programs called drivers are added to the OS for each hardware device. For
example, when an application wants to print a document, it communicates with the printer via a
printer driver that is customized for the specific printer, the OS, and the computer hardware. The
OS also schedules, runs, and manages memory for all other programs. The three most common
OSes for desktop machines are Microsoft Windows, Mac OS, and Linux. At the present time, all
three run on similar hardware based on the Intel x86 and x64 architectures.Microsoft does not
sell desktop computers, but many desktop and laptop computers come bundled with Windows.
For individuals and businesses who assemble their own computer hardware, it is also possible
to purchase Windows separately. In contrast, most computers running Mac OS are sold by
Apple, and Mac OS is usually bundled with the computer. Linux is open-source software,
meaning that all the source code used to create it is freely available. In spite of Linux being free,
many consumers prefer Windows or Mac OS because of ease of use, compatibility with specific
software, and technical support. Many consumers are also unaware that hardware can be
purchased separately from an OS or that Linux is a free alternative to the other two.Other
computers have OSes as well. The Motorola Xoom and many kinds of mobile telephones use
the Google Android OS. The Apple iPad and iPhone use the competing Apple iOS. Phones,
microwave ovens, automobiles, and countless other devices have computers in them that use
some kind of embedded OS.Example 1.1: CPU schedulingConsider two applications running on
a mobile phone with a single core CPU. One application is a web browser and the other is a



music player. The user may start listening to music and then start the browser. In order to
function, both applications need to access the CPU at the same time. Since the CPU only has a
single core, it can execute only one instruction at a time.Rather than forcing the user to finish
listening to the song before using the web browser, the OS switches the CPU between the two
applications very quickly. This switching allows the user to continue browsing while the music
plays in the background. The user perceives an illusion that both applications are using the CPU
at the same time. Compilers: A compiler is a kind of program that is particularly important to
programmers. Computer programs are written in special languages, such as Java, that are
human readable. A compiler takes this human-readable program and turns it into instructions
(often machine code) that a computer can understand.To compile the programs in this book, you
use the Java compiler javac, either directly by typing its name as a command or indirectly as
Eclipse, DrJava, or some other tool that runs the compiler for you.Business Applications: Many
different kinds of programs fall under the umbrella of business or productivity software. Perhaps
the most famous is the Microsoft Office suite of tools, which includes the word-processing
software Word, the spreadsheet software Excel, and the presentation software
PowerPoint.Programs in this category are often the first to come to mind when people think of
software, and this category has had tremendous historical impact. The popularity of Microsoft
Office led to the widespread adoption of Microsoft Windows in the 1990s. A single application
that is so desirable that a consumer is willing to buy the hardware and the OS just to be able to
run it is sometimes called a killer app.Video Games: Video games are software like other
programs, but they deserve special attention because they represent an enormous, multi-billion
dollar industry. They are usually challenging to program, and the video game development
industry is highly competitive.The intense 3D graphics required by modern video games have
pushed hardware manufacturers such as Nvidia, AMD, and Intel to develop high-performance
graphics cards for desktop and laptop computers. At the same time, companies like Nintendo,
Sony, and Microsoft have developed computers such as the Wii, PS3, and Xbox 360 that
specialize in video games but are not designed for general computing tasks.Web Browsers: Web
browsers are programs that can connect to the Internet and download and display web pages
and other files. Early web browsers could only display relatively simple pages containing text
and images. Because of the growing importance of communication over the Internet, web
browsers have evolved to include plug-ins that can play sounds, display video, and allow for
sophisticated real-time communication.Popular web browsers include Microsoft Internet
Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Apple Safari, and Google Chrome. Each has advantages and
disadvantages in terms of compatibility, standards compliance, security, speed, and customer
support. The Opera web browser is not well known on desktop computers, but it is commonly
used on mobile telephones.1.2.3 ExamplesHere are a few examples of modern computers with
a brief description of their hardware and some of the software that runs on them.Example 1.2:
Desktop computerThe Inspiron 560 Desktop is a modestly priced computer manufactured and
sold by Dell, Inc. It can be configured with different hardware options, but one choice uses a 64-



bit Intel Pentium E6700 CPU that runs at a clock rate of 3.2 GHz with a 2 MB cache and two
cores. In terms of memory, you can choose between 4 and 6 GB worth of RAM. You can also
choose to have a 500 GB or 1 TB hard drive. The computer comes with a DVD±RW optical
drive.For I/O, the computer has various ports for connecting USB devices, monitors, speakers,
microphones, and network cables. By default, it includes a keyboard, a mouse, a network card, a
graphics card, and an audio card. For an additional charge, a monitor, speakers, and other
peripherals can be purchased.A 64-bit edition of Microsoft Windows 7 is included. (Software
often uses version numbers to mark changes in features and support, but Microsoft has adopted
some very confusing numbering schemes. Windows 7 is the successor to Windows Vista, which
is the successor to Windows XP. Windows 7 is not the seventh version of the Windows OS, but
Windows 8 is the successor to Windows 7.) Depending on the price, different configurations of
Microsoft Office 2010 with more or fewer features can be included. Figure 1.3(a) shows a picture
of the Dell Inspiron 560. Figure 1.3: (a) Dell Inspiron 560. (b) Apple iPhone 4. (c) Motorola
Xoom.Example 1.3: SmartphoneAll mobile phones contain a computer, but a phone that has
features like a media player, calendar, GPS, or camera is often called a smartphone. Such
phones often have sophisticated software that is comparable to a desktop computer. One
example is the Apple iPhone 4.This phone uses a CPU called the A4, which has a single core, a
cache of 512 KB, and a maximum clock rate of 1 GHz, though the clock rate used in the iPhone
4 is not publicly known. The phone has 512 MB of RAM and uses either a 16 GB or 32 GB flash
drive for secondary storage.In terms of I/O, the iPhone 4 has a built-in liquid crystal display
(LCD) that is also a touch screen for input. It has two cameras, an LED flash, a microphone, a
speaker, a headphone jack, a docking connector, buttons, gyroscopes, accelerometers, and the
capability to communicate on several kinds of wireless networks.In addition to the Apple iOS 4
operating system, the iPhone runs a variety of applications just like a desktop computer. These
applications are available from the iTunes App Store. Figure 1.3(b) shows a picture of the iPhone
4. Example 1.4: TabletThe Motorola Xoom is a tablet computer. A tablet computer has a touch
screen and is generally lighter than a laptop. Some tablets have keyboards, but many newer
models use the touch screen instead.The Xoom uses the Nvidia Tegra 2 CPU, which runs at 1
GHz and has 1 MB of cache and two cores. It has 1 GB of RAM and a 32 GB flash drive for
storage. It has a built-in LCD that is also a touch screen for input, with a connector for a monitor.
It has two cameras, an LED flash, a microphone, a speaker, a headset jack, buttons,
gyroscopes, accelerometers, a barometer, and the capability to communicate on several kinds
of wireless networks.It uses the Google Android 3 operating system, which can run applications
available from the Android Market. Figure 1.3(c) shows a picture of the Motorola Xoom. 1.3
Syntax: Data representationAfter each Concepts section, this book usually has a Syntax section.
Syntax is the rules for a language. These Syntax sections generally focus on concrete Java
language features and technical specifics that are related to the concepts described in the
chapter.In this chapter, we are still trying to describe computers at a general level. Consequently,
the technical details we cover in this section will not be Java syntax. Although everything we say



applies to Java, it also applies to many other programming languages.1.3.1 Compilers and
interpretersThis book is primarily about solving problems with computer programs. From now on,
we only mention hardware when it has an impact on programming. The first step to writing a
computer program is deciding what language to use.Most humans communicate via natural
languages such as Chinese, English, French, Russian, or Tamil. However, computers are poor at
understanding natural languages. As a compromise, programmers write programs (instructions
for a computer to follow) in a language more similar to a natural language than it is to the
language understood by the CPU. These languages are called high-level languages because
they are closer to natural language (the highest level) than they are to machine language (the
lowest level). We may also refer to machine language as machine code or native
code.Thousands of programming languages have been created over the years, but some of the
most popular high level languages of all time include Fortran, Cobol, Visual Basic, C, C++,
Python, Java, and C#.As we mentioned in the previous section, a compiler is a program that
translates one language into another. In many cases, a compiler translates a high-level language
into a low level language that the CPU can understand and execute. Because all the work is
done ahead of time, this kind of compilation is known as static or ahead-of-time compilation. In
other cases, the output of the compiler is an intermediate language that is easier for the
computer to understand than the high-level language but still takes some translation before the
computer can follow the instructions.An interpreter is a program that is similar to a compiler.
However, an interpreter takes code in one language as input and, on the fly, runs each
instruction on the CPU as it translates it. Interpreters generally execute the code more slowly
than if it had been translated to machine language before execution.Note that both compilers
and interpreters are normal programs. They are usually written in high-level languages and
compiled into machine language before execution. This raises a philosophical question: If you
need a compiler to create a program, where did the first compiler come from?Figure 1.4: (a)
Static compilation. (b) Interpreted execution. (c) Compilation into bytecode with later just-in-time
compilation.Example 1.5: Java compilationJava is the popular high-level programming language
we will focus on in this book. The standard way to run a Java program has an extra step that
most compiled languages do not. Most compilers for Java, though not all, translate a program
written in Java to an intermediate language known as bytecode. This intermediate version of the
high-level program is used as input for another program called the Java Virtual Machine (JVM).
Most popular JVMs translate the bytecode into machine code that is executed directly by the
CPU. This conversion from bytecode into machine code is done with a just-in-time (JIT)
compiler. It’s called “just-in-time” because sections of bytecode are not compiled until the
moment they are needed. Because the output is going to be used for this specific execution of
the program, the JIT can do optimizations to make the final machine code run particularly well in
the current environment.Why does Java use the intermediate step of bytecode? One of Java’s
design goals is to be platform independent, meaning that it can be executed on any kind of
computer. This is a difficult goal because every combination of OS and CPU will need different



low level instructions. Java attacks the problem by keeping its bytecode platform independent.
You can compile a program into bytecode on a Windows machine and then run the bytecode on
a JVM in a Mac OS X environment. Part of the work is platform independent, and part is not.
Each JVM must be tailored to the combination of OS and hardware that it runs on.The Java
language and original JVM were developed by Sun Microsystems, Inc., which was bought by
Oracle Corporation in 2009. Oracle continues to produce HotSpot, the standard JVM, but many
other JVMs exist, including Apache Harmony and Dalvik, the Google Android JVM. 1.3.2
NumbersAll data inside of a computer is represented with numbers. Although humans use
numbers in our daily lives, the representation and manipulation of numbers by computers work
differently. In this subsection we introduce the notions of number systems, bases, conversion
from one base to another, and arithmetic in number systems.A few number systemsA number
system is a way to represent numbers. It is easy to confuse the numeral that represents the
number with the number itself. You might think of the number ten as “10,” a numeral made of two
symbols, but the number itself is the concept of ten-ness. You could express that quantity by
holding up all your fingers, with the symbol “X,” or by knocking ten times.Representing ten with
“10” is an example of a positional number system, namely base 10. In a positional number
system, the position of the digits determines the magnitude they represent. For example, the
numeral 3,432 contains the digit 3 twice. The first time, it represents three groups of one
thousand. The second time, it represents three groups of ten. (The Roman numeral system is an
example of a number system that is not positional.)The numeral 3,432 and possibly every other
normally written number you have seen is expressed in the base 10 or decimal system. It is
called base 10 because, as you move from the rightmost digit leftward, the value of each
position goes up by a factor of 10. Also, in base 10, ten is the smallest positive integer that
requires two digits for representation. Each smaller number has its own digit: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, and 9. Representing ten requires two existing digits to be combined. Every base has the
property that the number it is named after takes two digits to write, namely “1” and “0.” (An
exception is base 1, which does not behave like the other bases and is not a normal positional
number system.)Example 1.6: Decimal numbersThe number 723 can be written as 723 = 7 ×
102 + 2 × 101 + 3 × 100.Note that the rightmost digit is the ones place, which is equivalent to
100. Be sure to start with b0 and not b1 when considering the value of a number written in base
b, no matter what b is. The second digit from the right is multiplied by 101, and so on. The
product of a digit and the corresponding power of 10 tells us how much a digit contributes to the
number. In the above expansion, digit 7 contributes 700 to the number 723. Similarly, digits 2
and 3 contribute, respectively, 20 and 3 to 723.As we move to the right, the power of 10 goes
down by one, and this pattern works even for negative powers of 10. If we expand the fractional
value 0.324, we get 0.324 = 3 × 10–1 + 2 × 10–2 + 4 × 10–3.We can combine the above two
numbers to get 723.324 = 7 × 102 + 2 × 101 + 3 × 100 + 3 × 10–1 + 2 × 10–2 + 4 × 10–3. We can
expand these ideas to any base, checking our logic against the familiar base 10. Suppose that a
numeral consists of n symbols sn–1; sn–2, …, s1, s0. Furthermore, suppose that this numeral



belongs to the base b number system. We can expand the value of this numeral to:The leftmost
symbol in the numeral is the highest order digit and the rightmost symbol is the lowest order
digit. For example, in the decimal numeral 492, 4 is the highest order digit and 2 the lowest order
digit.Fractions can also be expanded in a similar manner. For example, a fraction with n symbols
s1, s2, …, sn–1, sn in a number system with base b, can be expanded to:To avoid confusion, the
base number is always written in base 10. As computer scientists, we are interested in base 2
because that’s the base used to express numbers inside of a computer. Base 2 is also called
binary. The only symbols allowed to represent numbers in binary are “0” and “1,” the binary digits
or bits.In the binary numeral 100110, the leftmost 1 is the highest order bit and the rightmost 0 is
the lowest order bit. By the rules of positional number systems, the highest order bit represents 1
× 25 = 32.Example 1.7: Binary numbersExamples of numbers written in binary are 100, 111,
0111, and 10101. Recall that the base of the binary number system is 2. Thus, we can write a
number in binary as the sum of products of powers of 2. For example, the numeral 10011 can be
expanded to:By expanding the number, we have also shown how to convert a binary numeral
into a decimal numeral. Remember that both 10011 and 19 represent the same value, namely
nineteen. The conversion between bases changes only the way the number is written. As before,
the rightmost bit is multiplied by 20 to determine its contribution to the binary number. The bit to
its left is multiplied by 21 to determine its contribution, and so on. In this case, the leftmost 1
contributes 1 × 24 = 16 to the value. Exercise 1.4Exercise 1.5Another useful number system is
base 16, also known as hexadecimal. Hexadecimal is surprising because it requires more than
the familiar 10 digits. Numerals in this system are written with 16 hexadecimal digits that include
the ten digits 0 through 9 and the six letters A, B, C, D, E, and F. The six letters, starting from A,
correspond to the values 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.Hexadecimal is used as a compact
representation of binary. Binary numbers can get very long, but four binary digits can be
represented with a single hexadecimal digit.Example 1.8: Hexadecimal numbers39A, 32, and
AFBC12 are examples of numbers written in hexadecimal. A hexadecimal numeral can be
expressed as the sum of products of powers of 16. For example, the hexadecimal numeral A0BF
can be expanded to:A × 163 + 0 × 162 + B × 161 + F × 160To convert a hexadecimal numeral to
decimal, we must substitute the values 10 through 15 for the digits A through F. Now we can
rewrite the sum of products from above as:10 × 163 + 0 × 162 + 11 × 161 + 15 × 160 = 4096 + 0
+ 176 + 15 = 4463Thus, we get A0BF = 4463. The base 8 number system is also called octal.
Like hexadecimal, octal is used as a shorthand for binary. A numeral in octal uses the octal digits
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Otherwise the same rules apply. For example, the octal numeral 377 can
be expanded to:377 = 3 × 82 + 7 × 81 + 7 × 80 = 255You may have noticed that it is not always
clear which base a numeral is written in. The digit sequence 337 is a legal numeral in octal,
decimal, and hexadecimal, but it represents different numbers in each system. Mathematicians
use a subscript to denote the base in which a numeral is written.Thus, 3378 = 25510, 37710 =
37710, and 37716 = 88710. Base numbers are always written in base 10. A number without a
subscript is assumed to be in base 10. In Java, there is no way to mark subscripts and so



prefixes are used. A prefix of 0 is used for octal, no prefix is used for decimal, and a prefix of 0x
is used for hexadecimal. A numeral cannot be marked as binary in Java. The corresponding
numerals in Java code would thus be written 0377, 377, and 0x377. Be careful not to pad
numbers with zeroes in Java. Remember that the value 056 is not the same as the value 56 in
Java.The following table lists a few characteristics of the four number systems we have
discussed with representations of the numbers 7 and 29.1.3.3 Conversion across number
systemsIt is often useful to know how to convert a number represented in one base to the
equivalent representation in another base. The examples have shown how to convert a numeral
in any base to decimal by expanding the numeral in the sum-of-product form and then adding
the different terms together. But how do you convert a decimal numeral to another base?
Decimal to binary conversionThere are at least two different ways to convert a decimal numeral
to binary. One way is to write the decimal number as a sum of powers of two as in the following
conversion of the number 23.23 = 16 + 0 + 4 + 2 + 1 = 1 × 24 + 0 × 2 + 3 + 1 × 2 + 2 + 1 × 2 + 1 +
1 × 20 = 101112First, find the largest power of two that is greater than or equal to the number. In
this case, 16 fits the bill because 32 is too large. Subtract that value from the number, leaving 7
in this case. Then repeat the process. The last step is to collect the coefficients of the powers of
two into a sequence to get the binary equivalent. We used 16, 4, 2, and 1 but skipped 8. If we
write a 1 for every place we used and a 0 for every place we skipped, we get 23 = 101112. While
this is a straightforward procedure for decimal to binary conversion, it can be cumbersome for
larger numbers.Exercise 1.6An alternate way to convert a decimal numeral to an equivalent
binary numeral is to divide the given number by 2 until the quotient is 0 (keeping only the integer
part of the quotient). At each step, record the remainder found when dividing by 2. Collect these
remainders (which will always be either 0 or 1) to form the binary equivalent. The least significant
bit is the remainder obtained after the first division, and the most significant bit is the remainder
obtained after the last division.Example 1.9: Decimal to binary with remaindersLet’s use this
method to convert 23 to its binary equivalent. The following table shows the steps need for the
conversion. The leftmost column lists the step number. The second column contains the number
to be divided by 2 at each step. The third column contains the quotient for each step, and the
last column contains the current remainder.We begin by dividing 23 by 2, yielding 11 as the
quotient and 1 as the remainder. The quotient 11 is then divided by 2, yielding 5 as the quotient
and 1 as the remainder. This process continues until we get a quotient of 0 and a remainder of 1
in Step 5. We now collect the remainders and get the same result as before, 23 = 101112. Other
conversionsA decimal number can be converted to its hexadecimal equivalent by using either of
the two procedures described above. Instead of writing a decimal number as a sum of powers of
2, one writes it as a sum of powers of 16. Similarly, when using the division method, instead of
dividing by 2, one divides by 16. Octal conversion is similar.Exercise 1.8We use hexadecimal
because it is straightforward to convert from it to binary or back. The following table lists binary
equivalents for the 16 hexadecimal digits.With the help of the table above, let’s convert 3FA16 to
binary. By simple substitution, 3FA16 = 0011 1111 10102. Note that we have grouped the binary



digits into clusters of 4 bits each. Of course, the leftmost zeroes in the binary equivalent are
useless as they do not contribute to the value of the number.Exercise 1.9Exercise 1.101.3.4
Integer representation in a computerIn mathematics, binary numerals can represent arbitrarily
big numbers. Inside of a computer, the size of a number is constrained by the number of bits
used to represent it. For general purpose computation, 32- and 64-bit integers are the most
commonly used. The largest integer that Java represents with 32 bits is 2,147,483,647, which is
good enough for most tasks. For larger numbers, Java can represent up to
9,223,372,036,854,775,807 with 64 bits. Java also provides representations for integers using 8
and 16 bits.These representations are easy to determine for positive numbers: Find the binary
equivalent of the number and then pad the left side with zeroes to fill the remaining space. For
example, 19 = 100112. If stored using 8 bits, 19 would be represented as 0001 0011. If stored
using 16 bits, 19 would be represented as 0000 0000 0001 0011. (We separate groups of 4 bits
for easier reading.)1.3.5 Binary arithmeticRecall that computers deal with numbers in their
binary representation, meaning that all arithmetic is done on binary numbers. Sometimes it is
useful to understand how this process works and how it is similar and different from decimal
arithmetic. The table below lists rules for binary addition.As indicated above, the addition of two
1s leads to a 0 with a carry of 1 into the next position to the left. Addition for numbers composed
of more than one bit use the same rules as any addition, carrying values that are too large into
the next position. In decimal addition, values over 9 must to be carried. In binary addition, values
over 1 must be carried. The next example shows a sample binary addition. To simplify its
presentation, we assume that integers are represented with 8 bits.Example 1.10: Binary
additionLet’s add the numbers 60 and 6 in binary. Using the conversion techniques described
above, we can find that 60 = 1111002 and 6 = 1102. Inside the computer, these numbers would
already be in binary and padded to fill 8 bits.The result is no surprise, but note that the addition
can proceed in binary without conversion to decimal at any point. Subtraction in binary is also
similar to subtraction in decimal. The rules are given in the following table.When subtracting a 1
from a 0, a 1 is borrowed from the next left position. The next example illustrates binary
subtraction.Example 1.11: Binary subtractionAgain, we’ll use 60 and 6 and their binary
equivalents given above.Exercise 1.141.3.6 Negative integers in a computerNegative integers
are also represented in computer memory as binary numbers, using a system called two’s
complement. When looking at the binary representation of a signed integer in a computer, the
leftmost (most significant) bit will be 1 if the number is negative and 0 if it is positive.
Unfortunately, there’s more to finding the representation of a negative number than flipping this
bit.Suppose that we need to find the binary equivalent of the decimal number –12 using 8-bits in
two’s complement form. The first step is to convert 12 to its 8-bit binary equivalent. Doing so we
get 12 = 0000 1100. Note that the leftmost bit of the representation is a 0, indicating that the
number is positive. Next we take the two’s complement of the 8-bit representation in two steps. In
the first step, we flip every bit, i.e., change every 0 to 1 and every 1 to 0. This gives us the one’s
complement of the number, 1111 0011. In the second step, we add 1 to the one’s complement to



get the two’s complement. The result is 1111 0011 + 1 = 1111 0100.Thus, the 8-bit, two’s
complement binary equivalent of -12 is 1111 0100. Note that the leftmost bit is a 1, indicating
that this is a negative number.Exercise 1.7Example 1.12: Decimal to two’s complementLet us
convert -29 to its binary equivalent assuming that the number is to be stored in 8-bit, two’s
complement form. First we convert positive 29 to its 8-bit binary equivalent, 29 = 0001 1101.Next
we obtain the one’s complement of the binary representation by flipping 0s to 1s and 1s to 0s.
This gives us 1110 0010. Finally, we add 1 to the one’s complement representation to get 1110
0010 + 1 = 1110 0011, which is the desired binary equivalent of -29. Exercise 1.11Example 1.13:
Two’s complement to decimalLet us now convert the 8-bit, two’s complement value 1000 1100 to
decimal. We note that the leftmost bit of this number is 1, making it a negative number.
Therefore, we reverse the process of making a two’s complement. First, we subtract 1 from the
representation, yielding 1000 1100 - 1 = 1000 1011. Next, we flip all the bits in this one’s
complement form, yielding 0111 0100.Now we convert this binary representation to its decimal
equivalent, yielding 116. Thus, the decimal equivalent of 1000 1100 is -116. Exercise 1.12Why
do we use two’s complement? First of all, we needed a system that could represent both positive
and negative numbers. We could have simply used the leftmost bit as a sign bit and represented
the rest of the number as a positive binary number. Doing so would require a check on the bit
and some conversion for negative numbers every time a computer wanted to perform an
addition or subtraction.Because of the way it’s designed, positive and negative integers stored in
two’s complement can be added or subtracted without any special conversions. The leftmost bit
is added or subtracted just like any other bit, and values that carry past the leftmost bit are
ignored. Two’s complement has an advantage over one’s complement in that there is only one
representation for zero. The next example shows two’s complement in action.Example 1.14:
Two’s complement arithmeticWe’ll add -126 and 126. If you perform the needed conversions,
their 8-bit, two’s complement representations are 1000 0010 and 0111 1110.As expected, the
sum is 0.Now, let’s add the two negative integers -126 and -2, whose 8-bit, two’s complement
representations are 1000 0010 and 1111 1110.The result is -128, which is the smallest negative
integer that can be represented in 8-bit two’s complement. 1.3.7 Overflow and underflowWhen
performing an arithmetic or other operation on numbers, an overflow is said occur when the
result of the operation is larger than the largest value that can be stored in that representation.
An underflow is said to occur when the result of the operation is smaller than the smallest
possible value.Both overflows and underflows lead to wrapped around values. For example,
adding two positive numbers together can result in a negative number or adding two negative
numbers together can result in a positive number.Example 1.15: Binary addition with
overflowLet’s add the numbers 124 and 6. Their 8-bit, two’s complement representations are
0111 1100 and 0000 0110.This surprising result happens because the largest 8-bit two’s
complement integer is 127. Adding 124 and 6 yields 130, a value larger than this maximum,
resulting in overflow with a negative answer. The smallest (most negative) number that can be
represented in 8-bit two’s complement is -128. A result smaller than this will result in underflow.



For example, -115 - 31 = 110. Try out the conversions needed to test this result.Exercise
1.131.3.8 Bitwise operatorsAlthough we will most commonly manipulate numbers using
traditional mathematical operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division,
there are also operations that work directly on the binary representations of the numbers. Some
of these operators are equivalent to mathematical operations, and some are
not.OperatorNameDescription&Bitwise ANDCombines two binary representations into a new
representation which has 1s in every position that both the original representations have a 1|
Bitwise ORCombines two binary representations into a new representation which has 1s in
every position that either of the original representations have a 1Bitwise XORCombines two
binary representations into a new representation which has 1s in every position that the original
representations have different valuesBitwise complementTakes a representation and creates a
new representation in which every bit is flipped from 0 to 1 and 1 to 0Signed left shiftMoves all
the bits the specified number of positions to the left, leaving the sign bit unchangedSigned right
shiftMoves all the bits the specified number of positions to the right, padding the left with copies
of the sign bitUnsigned right shiftMoves all the bits the specified number of positions to the right,
padding with 0sBitwise AND, bitwise OR, and bitwise XOR take two integer representations and
combine them to make a new representation. In bitwise AND, each bit in the result will be a 1 if
both of the original integer representations in that position are 1 and 0 otherwise. In bitwise OR,
each bit in the result will be a 1 if either of the original integer representations in that position are
1 and 0 otherwise. In bitwise XOR, each bit in the result will be a 1 if the two bits of the original
integer representations in that position are not the same and 0 otherwise.Bitwise complement is
a unary operator like the negation operator (-). Instead of just changing the sign of a value
(which it will also do), its result has every 1 in the original representation changed to 0 and every
0 to 1.The signed left shift, signed right shift, and unsigned right shift operators all create a new
binary representation by shifting the bits in the original representation a certain number of places
to the left or the right. The signed left shift moves the bits to the left, padding with 0s, but does
not change the sign bit. If you do a signed left shift by n positions, it is equivalent to multiplying
the number by 2n. The signed right shift moves the bits to the right, padding with whatever the
sign bit is. If you do a signed right shift by n positions, it is equivalent to dividing the number by
2n (with integer division). The unsigned right shift moves the bits to the right, including the sign
bit, filling the left side with 0s. And unsigned right shift will always make a value positive but is
otherwise similar to a signed right shift. A few examples follow.Example 1.16: Bitwise
operatorsHere are a few examples of the result of bitwise operations. We will assume that the
values are represented using 32-bit two’s complement, instead of using 8-bit values as before. In
Java, bitwise operators automatically convert smaller values to 32-bit representations before
proceeding.Let’s consider the result of 21&27.Ignoring overflows, signed left shifting is
equivalent to repeated multiplications by 2. Consider 11 << 3. The representation 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1011 is shifted to the left to make 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0101 1000 = 88 = 11 × 23.Signed right shifting is equivalent to repeated integer divisions by 2.



Consider –104 >> 2. The representation 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1001 1000 is shifted
to the right to make 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1110 0110 = –26 = –104÷22.Unsigned
right shifting is the same as signed right shifting except when it is done on negative numbers.
Since their sign bit is replaced by 0, an unsigned right shift produces a (generally large) positive
number. Consider –104 >>> 2. The representation 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1001 1000
is shifted to the right to make 0011 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1110 0110 =
1,073,741,798.Because of the way two’s complement is designed, bitwise complement is
equivalent to negating the sign of the number and then subtracting 1. Consider ~(–104). The
representation 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1001 1000 is complemented to 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0110 0111 = 103. 1.3.9 Rational numbersWe have seen how to represent
positive and negative integers in computer memory. In this section we see how rational
numbers, such as 12.33, -149.89, and 3.14159, can be converted into binary and
represented.Scientific notationScientific notation is closely related to the way a computer
represents a rational number in memory. Scientific notation is a tool for representing very large
or very small numbers without writing a lot of zeroes. A decimal number in scientific notation is
written a × 10b where a is called the mantissa and b is called the exponent.For example, the
number 3.14159 can be written in scientific notation as 0.314159 × 101. In this case, 0.314159
is the mantissa, and 1 is the exponent. Here a few more examples of writing numbers in
scientific notation.3.14159 = 3.14159 × 1003.14159 = 314159 × 10-5–141.324 = -0.141324 ×
10330, 000 = .3 × 105There are many ways of writing a number in scientific notation. A more
standardized way of writing real numbers is normalized scientific notation. In this notation, the
mantissa is always written as a number whose absolute value is less than 10 but greater than or
equal to 1. Following are a few examples of decimal numbers in normalized scientific
notation.3.14159 = 3.14159 × 100–141.324 = -1.41324× 10330, 000 = 3.0× 104A shorthand for
scientific notation is E notation, which is written with the mantissa followed by the letter ‘E’
followed by the exponent. For example, 39.2 in E notation can be written 3.92E1 or 0.392E2. The
letter ‘E’ should be read “multiplied by 10 to the power.” E notation can be used to represent
numbers in scientific notation in Java. Instead of writing the number 345000000 in Java code,
345E6 or .345E9 could be used instead.FractionsA rational number can be broken into an
integer part and a fractional part. In the number 3.14, 3 is the integer part, and .14 is the
fractional part. We have already seen how to convert the integer part to binary. Now we will see
how to convert the fractional part into binary. We can then combine the binary equivalents of the
integer and fractional parts to find the binary equivalent of a decimal real number.A decimal
fraction f is converted to its binary equivalent by successively multiplying it by 2. At the end of
each multiplication step, either a 0 or a 1 is obtained as an integer part and is recorded
separately. The remaining fraction is again multiplied by 2 and the resulting integer part
recorded. This process continues until the fraction reduces to zero or enough binary digits for
the desired precision have been found. The binary equivalent of f then consists of the bits in the
order they have been recorded, as shown in the next example.Example 1.17: Fraction



conversion to binaryLet’s convert 0.8125 to binary. The table below shows the steps to do so.We
then collect all the integer parts and get 0.1101 as the binary equivalent of 0.8125. We can
convert this binary fraction back into decimal to verify that it is correct.0.1101 = 1 × 2–1 + 1 × 2–2
+ 0 × 2–3 + 1 × 2–4 = 0.5 + 0.25 + 0 + 0.0625 = 0.8125In some cases, the process described
above will never have a remainder of 0. In such cases we can only find an approximate
representation of the given fraction as demonstrated in the next example.Example 1.18: Non-
terminating fractionLet us convert 0.3 to binary assuming that we have only five bits in which to
represent the fraction. The following table shows the five steps in the conversion
process.Collecting the integer parts we get 0.01001 as the binary representation of 0.3. Let’s
convert this back to decimal to see how accurate it is.0.01001 = 0 × 2–1 + 1 × 2–2 + 0 × 2–3 + 0
× 2–4 + 1 × 2–5 = 0.25 + 0.03125 = 0.28125Five bits are not enough to represent 0.3 fully. In this
case, we have an error of 0.3 – 0.28125 = 0.01875. Most computers use many more bits to
represent fractions and obtain much better accuracy in their representation. Exercise
1.15Exercise 1.16Now that we understand how integers as well as fractions can be converted
from one number base to another, we can convert any rational number from one base to
another. The next example demonstrates one such conversion.Example 1.19: Rational number
converted to binaryLet’s convert 14.3 to binary assuming that we will only use six bits to
represent the fractional part. First we convert 14 to binary using the technique described earlier.
This gives us 14 = 11102. Taking the method outlined in Example 1.18 one step further, our six
bit representation of 0.3 is 0.010011. Combining the two representations gives 14.310 =
1110.0100112. Floating point notationFloating point notation is a system used to represent
rational numbers in computer memory. In this notation a number is represented as a × be, where
a gives the significant digits (mantissa) of the number and e is the exponent. The system is very
similar to scientific notation, but computers usually have base b = 2 instead of 10.For example,
we could write the binary number 1010.1 in floating point notation as 10. 101 × 22 or as 101.01 ×
21. In any case, this number is equivalent to 10.5 in decimal.In standardized floating point
notation, a is written so that only the most significant non-zero digit is to the left of the decimal
point. Most computers use the IEEE 754 floating point notation to represent rational numbers. In
this notation, the memory to store the number is divided into three segments: one bit used to
mark the sign of the number, m bits to represent the mantissa (also known as the significand),
and e bits to represent the exponent.In IEEE floating point notation, numbers are commonly
represented using 32 bits (known as single precision) or using 64 bits (known as double
precision). In single precision, m = 23 and e = 8. In double precision, m = 52 and e = 11. To
represent positive and negative exponents, the exponent has a bias added to it so that the result
is never negative. This bias is 127 for single precision and 1,023 for double precision. The
packing of the sign bit, the exponent, and the mantissa is shown in Figure 1.5(a) and
(b).Example 1.20: Single precision IEEE formatThe following is a step-by-step demonstration of
how to construct the single precision binary representation in IEEE format of the number 10.5.1.
Convert 10.5 to its binary equivalent using methods described earlier, yielding 10.510 =



1010.12. Unlike the case of integers, the sign of the number is taken care of separately for
floating point. Thus, we would use 1010.12 for -10.5 as well.2. Write this binary number in
standardized floating point notation, yielding 1.0101 × 23.3. Remove the leading bit (always a 1
for non-zero numbers), leaving .0101.4. Pad the fraction with zeroes on the right to fill the 23-bit
mantissa, yielding 0101 0000 0000 0000 0000 000. Note that the decimal point is ignored in this
step.5. Add 127 to the exponent. This gives us an exponent of 3 + 127 = 130.6. Convert the
exponent to its 8-bit unsigned binary equivalent. Doing so gives us 13010 = 100000112.7. Set
the sign bit to 0 if the number is positive and to 1 otherwise. Since 10.5 is positive, we set the
sign bit to 0.We now have the three components of 10.5 in binary. The memory representation of
10.5 is shown in Figure 1.5. Note in the figure how the sign bit, the exponent, and the mantissa
are packed into 32 bits. Exercise 1.17Largest and smallest numbersFixing the number of bits
used for representing a real number limits the numbers that can be represented in computer
memory using the floating point notation. The largest rational number that can be represented in
single precision has an exponent of 127 (254 after bias) with a mantissa consisting of all
1s:Figure 1.5: Layouts for floating point representation (a) in single precision, (b) in double
precision, and (c) of 10.510 in single precision.0 1111 1110 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 111This
number is approximately 3.402 × 1038. To represent the smallest (closest to zero) non-zero
number, we need to examine one more complication in the IEEE format. An exponent of 0
implies that the number is unnormalized. In this case, we no longer assume that there is a 1 bit
to the left of the mantissa. Thus, the smallest non-zero single precision number has its exponent
set to 0 and its mantissa set to all zeros with a 1 in its 23rd bit:0 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 001Unnormalized single precision values are considered to have an exponent of
-126. Thus, the value of this number is . Now that we know the rules for storing both integers and
floating point numbers, we can list the largest and smallest values possible in 32- and 64-bit
representations in Java as shown in the following table. Note that largest means the largest
positive number for both integers and floating point values, but smallest means the most
negative number for integers and the smallest positive non-zero value for floating point
values.Using the same number of bits, floating point representation can store much larger
numbers than integer representation. However, floating point numbers are not always exact,
resulting in approximate results when performing arithmetic. Always use integer formats when
fractional parts are not needed.Special numbersSeveral binary representations in the floating
point notation correspond to special numbers. These numbers are set aside and not used for
results in normal computation.0.0 and -0.0: When the exponent as well as the mantissa is 0, the
number is interpreted as a 0.0 or -0.0 depending on the sign bit. For example, in a Java program,
dividing 0.0 by -1.0 results in -0.0. Similarly, -0.0 divided by -1.0 is 0.0. Positive and negative
zeroes only exist for floating point values. -0 is the same as 0 for integers. Dividing the integer 0
by -1 in Java results in 0 and not in -0.Positive and negative infinity: An overflow or an underflow
might occur while performing arithmetic on floating point values. In the case of an overflow, the
resulting number is the special value that Java recognizes as infinity. In the case of an underflow,



it is a special negative infinity value. For example, dividing 1.0 by 0.0 in Java results in infinity
and dividing -1.0 by 0.0 results in negative infinity. These values have well defined behavior. For
example, adding 1.0 to infinity yields infinity.Note that floating point values and integers do not
behave in the same way. Dividing the integer 1 by the integer 0 creates an error that can crash a
Java program.Not-a-number (NaN): Some mathematical operations may result in an undefined
number. For example, is an imaginary number. Java has a value set aside for results that are not
rational numbers. When we discuss how to find the square root of a value in Java, this not-a-
number value will be the answer for the square root of a negative number.Errors in floating point
arithmeticAs we have seen, many rational numbers can only be approximately represented in
computer memory. Thus, arithmetic done on the approximate values yields approximate
answers. For example, 1.3 cannot be represented exactly using a 32-bit value. In this case, the
product 1.3 × 3.0 will be 3.8999999 instead of 3.9. This error will propagate as additional
operations are performed on previous results. The next example illustrates this propagation of
errors when a sequence of floating point operations are performed.Example 1.21: Error
propagationSuppose that the price of several products is to be added to determine the total
price of a purchase at a cash register that uses floating point arithmetic. For simplicity, let’s
assume that all items have a price of $1.99. We don’t know how many items will be purchased
ahead of time and simply add the price of each item until all items have been scanned at the
register. The table below shows the value of the total cost for different number of items
purchased.The first column in the table above is the number of items. The second column is the
correct cost of all items purchased. The third column is the cost calculated by adding each item
using single precision floating point addition. The fourth and fifth columns give the absolute and
relative errors, respectively, of the calculated value. Note how the error increases as the number
of additions goes up. In the last row, the absolute error is almost two dollars. While the above
example may seem unrealistic, it does expose the inherent dangers of floating point calculations.
Although the errors are much less when using double precision representations, they still
exist.1.4 Solution: Buying a computerWe pose a motivating problem in the Problem section near
the beginning of most chapters. Whenever there is a Problem section, there is a Solution section
near the end in which we give a solution to the problem given earlier.After all the discussion of
the hardware, software, and data representation inside of a computer, you might feel more
confused about which computer to buy than before. As a programmer, it is important to
understand how data is represented, but this information plays virtually no role in deciding which
computer to buy. Unlike most problems in this book, there is no concrete answer we can give
here. Because the development of technology progresses so rapidly, any advice about computer
hardware or software has a short shelf-life.Software is a huge consideration, beginning with the
OS. Because the choice of OS usually affects choice of hardware, we’ll start there. The three
major choices for a desktop or laptop OS are Microsoft Windows, Mac OS X, and
Linux.Windows is the most commonly used and is also heavily marketed for business use.
Windows suffered from many stability and security issues, but Microsoft has worked hard to



address these. Mac OS (and the computers it is installed on) are marketed to an artistic and
counter-culture population. Linux is popular among tech savvy users. Putting marketing biases
aside, the three operating systems have become more similar to each other over time, and most
people could be productive using any of the three. The following table lists some pros and cons
for each OS.Once you have decided on an OS, you can pick hardware and other software that is
compatible with it. For Mac OS X, most of your hardware choices will be computers sold by
Apple. For Windows and Linux, you can either have a computer built for you or build your own.
Although computer hardware changes quickly, let’s examine some general guidelines.CPU:
Remember that the speed of a CPU is measured in GHz (billions of clock cycles per second).
Higher GHz is generally better, but it’s hard to compare performance across different designs of
CPU. There is also a diminishing returns effect: The very fastest, very newest CPUs are often
considerably more expensive even if they only provide slightly better performance. It’s usually
more cost effective to select a CPU in the middle of the performance spectrum.Cache size also
has a huge effect on performance. The larger the cache, the less often the CPU has to read data
from much slower memory. Since most new CPUs available today are 64-bit, the question of
word size is not significant.Although some specialists may prefer one or the other, both Intel and
AMD make powerful, competitive consumer CPUs.Memory: Memory includes RAM, hard drives,
optical drives, and any other storage. RAM is usually easy to upgrade for desktop machines and
less easy (though often possible) for laptops. The price of RAM per gigabyte goes down over
time. It may be reasonable to start with a modest amount of RAM and then upgrade after a year
or two when it becomes cheaper to do so. It takes a little bit of research to get exactly the right
kind of RAM for your CPU and motherboard. The amount of RAM is dependent on what you
want to do with your system. The minimum amount of RAM to run Microsoft Windows 7 is 1 GB
for 32-bit versions and 2 GB for 64-bit versions. The minimum amount of RAM to run Apple Mac
OS X 10.7 “Lion” is 2 GB. One rule of thumb is to have at least twice the minimum required
RAM.Hard drive storage is heavily dependent on how you expect to use your computer. 500 GB
and 1 TB drives are not very expensive, and this represents a huge amount of storage. Only if
you plan to have enormous libraries of video or uncompressed audio data will you likely need
more. Corporate level databases and web servers and some other business systems can also
require huge amounts of space. Hard drive speed is greatly affected by the hard drive’s cache
size. As always, a bigger cache means better performance. Using a solid state drive (SSD)
instead of a traditional hard drive has much better performance but higher cost.Installing optical
drives and other storage devices depends on individual needs. Note that a DVD±RW drive is an
inexpensive solution for backing up data or reinstalling an operating system.I/O Devices: The
subject of I/O devices is very personal. It is difficult to say what anyone should buy without
considering his or her specific needs. A monitor is the essential visual output device while a
keyboard and mouse are the essential input devices. Speakers are very important as well. Most
laptops have all of these things integrated in some form or another.Someone interested in video
games might want to invest in a powerful graphics card. Newer cards with more video RAM are



generally better than older cards with less, but which card is best at a given price point is the
subject of continual discussion at sites like AnandTech () and Tom’s Hardware ().Printers are still
useful output devices. Graphics tablets can make it easier to create digital art on a computer.
The number of potentially worthwhile I/O devices is limitless.This section is just a jumping off
point for purchasing a computer. As you learn more about computer hardware and software, it
will become easier to know what combination of the two will serve your needs. Of course, there
is always more to know, and technology changes quickly.1.5 Concurrency: Multicore
processorsIn the last decade, the word “core” has been splattered all over CPU packaging. Intel
in particular has marketed the idea heavily with its Core, Core 2, i3 Core, i5 Core, and i7 Core
chips. What are all these cores?Looking back into the past, most consumer processors had a
single core, or brain. They could only execute one instruction at a time. (Even this definition is a
little hazy, because pipelining kept more than one instruction in the process of being executed,
but overall execution proceeded sequentially.)The advent of multicore processors has changed
this design significantly. Each processor has several independent cores, each of which can
execute different instructions at the same time. Before the arrival of multicore processors, a few
desktop computers and many supercomputers had multiple separate processors that could
achieve a similar effect. However, since multicore processors have more than one effective
processor on the same silicon die, the communication time between processors is much faster
and the overall cost of a multiprocessor system is cheaper.1.5.1 The GoodMulticore systems
have impressive performance. The first multicore processors had two cores, but current designs
have four, six, or eight, and much greater numbers are expected. A processor with eight cores
can execute eight different programs at the same time. Or, when faced with a computationally
intense problem like matrix math, code breaking, or scientific simulation, a processor with eight
cores could solve the problem eight times as fast. A desktop processor with 100 cores that can
solve a problem 100 times faster is not out of reach.In fact, modern graphics cards are already
blazing this trail. Consider the 1080p standard for high definition video, which has a resolution of
1,920 × 1,080 pixels. Each pixel (short for picture element) is a dot on the screen. A screen
whose resolution is 1080p has 2,073,600 dots. To maintain the illusion of smooth movement,
these dots should be updated around 30 times per second. Computing the color for more than 2
million dots based on 3D geometry, lighting, and physics effects 30 times a second is no easy
feat. Some of the cards used to render computer games have hundreds or thousands of cores.
These cores are not general purpose or completely independent. Instead, they’re specialized to
do certain kinds of matrix transformations and floating point computations.Exercise 1.201.5.2
The BadAlthough chip-makers have spent a lot of money marketing multicore technology, they
have not spent much money explaining that one of the driving forces behind the “multicore
revolution” is a simple failure to make processors faster in other ways. In 1965, Gordon Moore,
one of the founders of Intel, remarked that the density of silicon microprocessors had been
doubling every year (though he later revised this to every two years), meaning that twice as
many transistors (computational building blocks) could fit in the same physical space. This trend,



often called Moore’s Law, has held up reasonably well. For years, clever designs relying on
shorter communication times, pipelining, and other schemes succeeded in doubling the
effective performance of processors every two years.At some point, the tricks became less
effective and exponential gains in processor clock rate could no longer be maintained. As clock
frequency increases, the signal becomes more chaotic, and it becomes more difficult to tell the
difference between the voltages that represent 0s and 1s. Another problem is heat. The energy
that a processor uses is related to the square of the clock rate. This relationship means that
increasing the clock rate of a processor by a factor of 4 will increase its energy consumption
(and heat generation) by a factor of 16.The legacy of Moore’s Law lives on. We are still able to fit
more and more transistors into tinier and tinier spaces. After decades of increasing clock rate,
chip-makers began using the additional silicon density to make processors with more than one
core instead. Since 2005 or so, increases in clock rate have stagnated.1.5.3 The UglyDoes a
processor with eight cores solve problems eight times as fast as its single core equivalent?
Unfortunately, the answer is, “Almost never.” Most problems are not easy to break into eight
independent pieces.For example, if you want to build eight houses and you have eight
construction teams, then you probably can get pretty close to completing all eight houses in the
time it would have taken for one team to build a single house. But what if you have eight teams
and only one house to build? You might be able to finish the house a little early, but some steps
necessarily come after others: The concrete foundation must be poured and solid before framing
can begin. Framing must be finished before the roof can be put on. And so on.Like building a
house, most problems you can solve on a computer are difficult to break into concurrent tasks. A
few problems are like painting a house and can be completed much faster with lots of concurrent
workers. Other tasks simply cannot be done faster with more than one team on the job. Worse,
some jobs can actually interfere with each other. If a team is trying to frame the walls while
another team is trying to put the roof onto unfinished walls, neither will succeed, the house might
be ruined, and people could get hurt.On a desktop computer, individual cores generally have
their own level 1 cache but share level 2 cache and RAM. If the programmer isn’t careful, he or
she can give instructions to the cores that will make them fight with each other, overwriting the
memory that other cores are using and potentially crashing the program or giving an incorrect
answer. Imagine if different parts of your brain were completely independent and fought with one
another. The words that came out of your mouth might be random and chaotic and make no
sense to your listener.To recap, the first problem with concurrent programming is finding ways to
break down problems so that they can be solved faster with multiple cores. The second problem
is making sure that the different cores cooperate so that the answer is correct and makes sense.
These are not easy problems, and many researchers are still working on finding better ways to
do both.Some educators believe that beginners will be confused by concurrency and should
wait until later courses to confront these problems. We disagree: Forewarned is forearmed.
Concurrency is an integral part of modern computation, and the earlier you get introduced to it,
the more familiar it will be.1.6 SummaryThis introductory chapter focused on the fundamentals



of a computer. We began with a description of computer hardware, including the CPU, memory,
and I/O devices. We also described the software of a computer, highlighting key programs such
as the operating system and compilers as well as other useful programs like business
applications, video games, and web browsers.Then, we introduced the topic of how numbers
are represented inside the computer. Various number systems and conversion from one system
to another were explained. We discussed how floating point notation is used to represent
rational numbers. A sound knowledge of data representation helps a programmer decide what
kind of data to use (integer or floating point and how much precision) as well as what kind of
errors to expect (overflow, underflow, and floating point precision errors).The next chapter
extends the idea of data representation into the specific types of data that Java uses and
introduces representation systems for individual characters and text.ExercisesConceptual
Problems1.1 Name a few programming languages other than Java.1.2 What is the difference
between machine code and bytecode?1.3 What are some advantages of JIT compilation over
traditional, ahead-of-time compilation?1.4 Without converting to decimal, how can one find out
whether a given binary number is odd or even?1.5 Convert the following positive binary numbers
into decimal.a. 1002b. 1112c. 1000002d. 1111012e. 1010121.6 Convert the following positive
decimal numbers into binary.a. 1b. 15c. 100d. 1025e. 567,8991.7 What is the process for
converting the representation of a binary integer given in one’s complement into two’s
complement?Perform the conversion from one’s complement to two’s complement on the
representation 1011 0111, which uses 8 bits for storage.1.8 Convert the following decimal
numbers to their hexadecimal and octal equivalents.a. 29b. 100c. 255d. 382e. 4,0961.9 Create a
table similar to the one on page 16 that lists the binary equivalents of octal digits. Hint: Each
octal digit can be represented as a sequence of three binary digits.Use this table to convert the
following octal numbers to binary.a. 3378b. 248c. 77781.10 The ternary number system has a
base of 3 and uses symbols 0, 1, and 2 to construct numbers.Convert the following decimal
numbers to their ternary equivalents.a. 23b. 333c. 7291.11 Convert the following decimal
numbers to 8-bit, two’s complement binary representations.a. –15b. –101c. –1201.12 Given the
following 8-bit binary representations in two’s complement, find their decimal equivalents.a.
1100 0000b. 1111 1111c. 1000 00011.13 Perform the following arithmetic operation on the
following 8-bit, two’s complement binary representations of integers. Check your answers by
performing arithmetic on equivalent decimal numbers.a. 0000 0011 + 0111 1110 =b. 1000 1110
+ 0000 1111 =c. 1111 1111 + 1000 0000 =d. 0000 1111 - 0001 1110 =e. 1000 0001 - 1111 1100
=1.14 Extrapolate the rules for decimal and binary addition to rules for the hexadecimal system.
Then, use these rules to perform the following additions in hexadecimal. Check your answers by
converting the values and their sums to decimal.a. A2F16 + BB16 =b. 32C16 + D11F16 =1.15
Expand Example 1.18 assuming that you have ten bits to represent the fraction. Convert the
representation back to base 10. How far off is this value from 0.3?1.16 Will the process in
Example 1.18 ever terminate assuming that we can use as many bits as needed to represent 0.3
in binary?1.17 Derive the binary representation of the following decimal numbers assuming 32-



bit (single) precision representation using the IEEE floating point format.a. 0.0125b. 7.7c. –
10.31.18 The IEEE 754 standard also defines a 16-bit (half) precision format. In this format,
there is one sign bit, five bits for the exponent, and ten bits for the mantissa. This format is the
same as single and double precision in that it assumes that a bit with a value of 1 precedes the
ten bits in the mantissa. It also uses a bias of 15 for the exponent. What is the largest decimal
number that can be stored in this format?1.19 Let a,b and c denote three real numbers. With real
numbers, each of the equations below is true. Now suppose that all arithmetic operations are
performed using floating point representations of these numbers. Indicate which of the following
expressions are still always true and which are sometimes false.a. (a + b) + c = a + (b + c)b. a + b
= b + ac. a × b = b × ad. a + 0 = ae. (a × b) × c = a × (b × c)f. a × (b + c) = (a × b) + (a × c)1.20
What is a multicore microprocessor? Why do you think a multicore chip might be better than a
single core chip? Search on the Internet to find the names of a few common multicore chips.
Which chip does your computer use?ConcurrencyChapter 2Problem Solving and
ProgrammingIf you can’t solve a problem, then there is an easier problem you can solve: find it.–
George Pólya2.1 Problem: How to solve problemsHow do we solve problems in general? This
question is the motivating problem (or meta-problem, even) for this chapter. In fact, this question
is the motivating problem for this book. We want to understand the process of solving problems
with computers.As we mentioned in the previous chapter, many computer programs such as
business applications and web browsers have already been created to help people solve
problems, but we want to solve new problems by writing our own programs. The art of writing
these programs is called computer programming or just programming.Many people reading this
book will be computer science students, and that’s great. However, computers have found their
way into every segment of commercial enterprise and personal life. Consequently, programming
has become a general-purpose skill that can aid almost anyone in their career, whether it is in
transportation, medicine, the military, commerce, or innumerable other areas.2.1.1 What is a
program?If you don’t have a lot of experience with computer science, writing a computer
program may seem daunting. The programs that run on your computer are complex and varied.
Where would you start if you wanted to create something like Microsoft Word or Adobe
Photoshop?A computer program is a sequence of instructions that a computer follows. Even the
most complex program is just a list of instructions. The list can get very long, and sometimes the
computer will jump around the list when it makes decisions about what to do next.Some people
talk about how smart computers are becoming. A computer is neither smart nor stupid because
a computer has no intelligence to measure. A computer is a machine like a sewing machine or
an internal combustion engine. It follows the instructions we give it blindly. It doesn’t have
feelings or opinions about the instructions it receives. Computers do exactly what we tell them to
and rarely make mistakes.Once in a while, a computer will make a mistake due to faulty
construction, a bad power source, or cosmic rays, but well over 99.999% of the things that go
wrong with computers are because some human somewhere gave a bad instruction. This point
is one of the most challenging aspects of programming a computer. How do you organize your



thoughts so that you express to the computer exactly what you want it to do? If you give a person
directions to a drug store, you might say, “Walk east for two blocks and then go into the third
door on the right.” The human will fill in all the necessary details: Stopping for traffic, watching
out for construction, and so on. Given a robot body, a computer would do exactly what you say.
The instructions never mentioned opening the door, and so a computer might walk right through
the closed door, shattering glass in the process.2.1.2 What is a programming language?What’s
the right level of detail for instructions for a computer? It depends on the computer and the
application. But how do we give these instructions? Programs are composed of instructions
written in a programming language. In this book, we will use the Java programming
language.Why can’t the instructions be given in English or some other natural language? If the
previous example of a robot walking through a glass door didn’t convince you, consider the
quote from Groucho Marx, “One morning I shot an elephant in my pajamas. How he got into my
pajamas, I’ll never know.”Natural languages are filled with idioms, metaphors, puns, and other
ambiguities. Good writers use these to improve their poetry and prose, but our goal in this book
is not to write poetry or prose. We want to write instructions for a computer that are crystal
clear.Learning Java is not like learning Spanish or Swahili. Like most programming languages,
Java is highly structured. It has fewer than 100 reserved words and special symbols. There are
no exceptions to its grammatical rules. Don’t confuse the process of designing a solution to a
problem with the process of implementing that solution in a programming language. Learning to
organize your thoughts into a sequential list of instructions is different from learning how to
translate that list into Java or another programming language, but there’s a tight connection
between the two.Learning to program is patterning your mind to think like a machine, to break
everything down into the simplest logical steps. At first, Java code will look like gobbledygook.
Eventually, it will become so familiar that a glance will tell you volumes about how a program
works. Learning to program is not easy, but the kind of logical analysis involved is valuable even
if you never program afterward. If you do need to learn other programming languages in the
future, it will be easy once you’ve mastered Java.2.1.3 An example problemThis chapter takes a
broad approach to solving problems with a computer, but we need an example to make some of
the steps concrete. We will use the following problem from physics as an example throughout
this chapter.A rubber ball is dropped on a flat, hard surface from height h. What is the maximum
height the ball will reach after the kth bounce? We will discuss the steps needed to create a
program to solve this problem in the next section.2.2 Concepts: Developing software2.2.1
Software development lifecycleThe engineers who built the first digital computers also wrote the
programs for them. In those days, programming was closely tied to the hardware, and the
programs were not very long. As the capabilities of computers have increased and programming
languages have evolved, computer programs have grown more and more complicated.
Hundreds of developers, testers, and managers are needed to write a set of programs as
complex as Microsoft Windows 7.Organizing the creation of such complicated programs is
challenging, but the industry uses a process called the software development lifecycle to help.



This process makes large projects possible, but we can apply it to the simpler programs we will
write in this book as well. There are many variations on the process, but we will use a
straightforward version with the following five steps:1. Understand the problem: It seems
obvious, but, when you go to write a program, all kinds of details crop up. Consider a program
that stores medical records. Should the program give an error if a patient’s age is over 150
years? What if advances in long life or cryogenic storage make such a thing possible? What
about negative ages? An unborn child could be considered to have a negative age (or more
outlandishly, someone who had traveled back into the past using a time machine).Even small
details like these must be carefully considered to understand a problem fully. In industry,
understanding the problem is often tied to a requirements document, in which a client lays out
the features and functionality that the final program should have. The “client” could also be a
manager or executive officer of the company you work for who wants your development team to
create a certain kind of program. Sometimes the client does not have a strong technical
background and creates requirements that are difficult to fulfill or vaguely specified. The creation
of the requirements document can be a negotiation process in which the software development
team and their client decide together what features are desirable and reasonable.If you are
taking a programming class, you can think of your instructor as your client. Then, you can view a
programming assignment as a requirements document and your grade as your payment
awarded based on how well the requirements were fulfilled.2. Design a solution: Once you have
a good grasp on the problem, you can begin to design a solution. For large scale projects, this
may include decisions about the kinds of hardware and software packages that will be needed
to solve the problem. For this book, we will only talk about problems that can be solved on
standard desktop or laptop computers with Java installed.We will be interested only in the steps
that the computer will have to take to solve the problem. A finite list of steps taken to solve a
problem is called an algorithm. If you have ever done long division (or any other kind of
arithmetic by hand), you have executed an algorithm. The steps for long division will work for any
real numbers, and most human beings can follow the algorithm without difficulty.An algorithm is
often expressed in pseudocode, a high level, generic, code-like system of notation. Pseudocode
is similar to a programming language, but it doesn’t have the same detail. Algorithms are often
designed in pseudocode so that they aren’t tied to any one programming language.When
attacking a problem, it is typical to break it into several smaller subproblems and then create
algorithms for the subproblems. This approach is called top-down programming.3. Implement
the solution: Once you have your solution planned, you can implement it in a programming
language. This step entails taking all the pseudocode, diagrams, and any other plans for your
solution and translating them into code in a programming language. We will always use Java for
our language in this book, but real developers use whichever language they feel is appropriate.If
you have designed your solution with several parts, you can implement each one separately and
then integrate the solutions together. Professional developers often assign different parts of the
solution to different programmers or even different teams of programmers.Students are often



tempted to jump into the implementation step, but never forget that this is the third step of the
process. If you don’t fully understand the problem and have a plan to attack it, the
implementation process can become bogged down and riddled with mistakes. At first, the
problems we introduce and the programs needed to solve them will be simple. As you move into
more complicated problems in this book and in your career as a programmer, a good
understanding of the problem and a good plan for a solution will become more and more
important.4. Test the solution: Expressing your algorithm in a programming language is difficult.
If your algorithm was wrong, your program will not always give the right answer. If your algorithm
was right, but you made a mistake implementing it in code, your program will still be wrong.
Programming is a very detail-oriented activity. Even experienced developers make mistakes
constantly.Good design practices help, but all code must be thoroughly tested after it has been
implemented. It should be tested exhaustively with expected and unexpected input. Tiny
mistakes in software called bugs can lie hidden for months or even years before they are
discovered. Sometimes a software bug is a source of annoyance to the user, but other times, as
in aviation, automotive, or medical software, people die because of bugs.Most of this book is
dedicated to designing solutions to problems and implementing them in Java, but Chapter 16 is
all about testing and debugging.5. Maintenance: Imagine that you have gone through the
previous four steps: You understood all the details of a problem, planned a solution to it,
implemented that solution in a programming language, and tested it until it was perfect. What
happens next?Presumably your program was shipped to your customers and they happily use it.
But what if a bug is discovered that slipped past your testing? What if new hardware comes out
that is not compatible with your program? What if your customers demand that you change one
little feature?Particularly with complex programs that have a large number of consumers, a
software development company must spend time on customer support. Responsible software
developers are expected to fix bugs, close security vulnerabilities, and polish rough features.
This process is called maintenance. Developers are often working on the next version of the
product, which could be considered maintenance or a new project entirely.Although we cannot
stress the importance of the first four steps of the software development lifecycle enough,
maintenance is not something we talk about in depth.The software development lifecycle we
presented above is a good guide, but it does not go into details. Different projects require
different amounts of time and energy for each step. It is also useful to focus on the steps
because it is less expensive to fix a problem at an earlier stage in development. It is impossible
to set the exact numbers, but some developers assume that it takes ten times as much effort to
fix a problem at the current step than it would at the previous step.Example 2.1: Rising costs of
fixing an errorImagine that your company works on computer-aided design (CAD) software. The
requirements document for a new program lists the formula for the area of a triangle as base ×
height when the real formula is ½ base × height. If that mistake were caught while understanding
the problem, it would mean changing one line of text. Once the solution to the problem has been
designed, there may be more references to the incorrect formula. Once the solution has been



implemented, those references will have turned into code that is scattered throughout the
program. If the project were poorly designed, several different pieces of code might
independently calculate the area of a triangle incorrectly. Once the implementation has been
tested, a change to the code will mean that everything has to be tested from the very beginning,
since fixing one bug can cause other bugs to surface. Finally, once the maintenance stage has
been reached, the requirements, plan, implementation, and testing would all need to be updated
to fix the bug. Moreover, customers would already have the faulty program. Your company would
have to create a patch to fix the bug and distribute it over the Internet or by mailing out CD-
ROMs.Most bugs are more complicated and harder to fix, but even this simple one causes
greater and greater repercussions as it goes uncaught. A factor of ten for each level implies that
it takes 10,000 times more effort to fix it in the maintenance phase than at the first phase. Since
fixing it at the first phase would have required a few keystrokes and fixing it in the last phase
would require additional development and testing with web servers distributing patches and e-
mails and traditional letters apologizing for the mistake, a factor of 10,000 could be a reasonable
estimate. Now that we have a sense of the software development lifecycle, let’s look at an
example using the sample ball bouncing problem to walk through a few steps.Example 2.2: Ball
bouncing problem and planRecall the statement of the problem from the Problem section:A
rubber ball is dropped on a flat, hard surface from height h. What is the maximum height the ball
will reach after the kth bounce?1. Understand the problem: This problem requires an
understanding of some physics principles. When a ball is dropped, the height of its first bounce
depends on a factor known as the coefficient of restitution.If c is the coefficient of restitution,
then the ball will bounce back the first time to a height of h × c. Then, we can act as if the ball
were being dropped from this new height when calculating the next bounce. Thus, it will bounce
to a height of h × c2 the second time. By examining this pattern for the third and fourth bounce, it
becomes clear that the ball will bounce to a height of h × ck on the kth time. See Figure 2.1 for a
graphic description of this process.We are assuming that k > 0 and that c < 1. Note that c
depends on many factors, such as the elasticity of the ball and the properties of the floor on
which the ball is dropped. However, if we know that we will be given c, we don’t need to worry
about any other details.Figure 2.1: A ball is dropped from height h. The ball rises to height hc
after the first bounce and to hc2 after the second.2. Design a solution: This problem is
straightforward, but it’s always useful to practice good design. Remember that you’ve got to plan
your input and output as well as the computation in a program. As practice for more complicated
problems, let’s break this problem down into smaller subproblems.Subproblem 1: Get the values
of h, c, and k from the user.Subproblem 2: Compute the height of the ball after the kth
bounce.Subproblem 3: Display the calculated height.The solution to each of the three
subproblems requires input and generates an output. Figure 2.2 shows how these solutions are
connected. The first box in this figure represents the solution to subproblem 1. It asks a user to
input values of parameters h, c, and k. It sends these values to the next box, which represents a
solution to subproblem 2. This second box computes the height of the ball after k bounces and



makes it available to the third box, which represents a solution to subproblem 3. This third box
displays the calculated height.Figure 2.2: Connections between solutions to the three
subproblems in the bouncing ball problem.Before we can continue on to Step 3, we need to
learn some Java. Section 2.3 introduces you to the Java you’ll need to solve this problem. 2.2.2
Acquiring a Java compilerBefore we introduce any Java syntax, you should make sure that you
have a Java compiler set up so that you can follow along and test your solution. Programming is
a hands-on skill. It is impossible to improve your programming abilities without practice. No
amount of reading about programming is a substitute for the real thing.Where can you get a Java
compiler? Fortunately, there are free options for almost every platform. Non-Windows computers
may already have the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) installed, allowing you to run Java
programs; however, most Java development options require you to have the Java Development
Kit (JDK). Oracle may change the website, but at the time of writing you can download the JDK
from . Download the latest version (Jave SE 7 at the time of writing) of the Java Platform,
Standard Edition JDK and install it.After having done so, you should be able to compile
programs using the javac command, whose name is short for “Java compiler.” To do so, open a
terminal window, also known as a command line interface or the console. To open the terminal in
Windows, choose the Command Prompt option from the Start Menu or press Windows+R and
type cmd into the Run box (or the Search box in the Start Menu in Windows 7). To open the
terminal in Mac OS X, select Terminal from the Utilities folder. Linux users are usually familiar
with their terminal.Provided that you have your path set correctly, you should be able to open the
terminal, navigate to a directory containing files that end in .java, and compile them using the
javac command. For example, to compile a program called Example.java to bytecode, you would
type:javac Example.javaCompiling the program would create a .class file, in this case,
Example.class. To run the program contained in Example.class, you would type:java
ExampleDoing so fires up the JVM, which uses the JIT compiler to compile the bytecode inside
Example.class into machine code and run it. Note that you would only type Example not
Example.class when specifying the program to run. Using just these commands from the
terminal, you can compile and run Java programs. The command line interface used to be the
only way to interact with a computer, and, though it seems primitive at first, the command line
has amazing power and versatility.To use the command line interface to compile your own Java
program, you must first create a text file with your Java code in it. The world of programming is
filled with many text editor applications whose only purpose is to make writing code easier.
These editors are not like Microsoft Word: They are not used to format the text into paragraphs
or apply bold or italics. Their output is a raw (“plain”) text file, containing only unformatted
characters, similar to the files created by Notepad. Many text editors, however, have advanced
features useful for programmers, such as syntax highlighting (marking special words and
symbols in the language with corresponding colors or fonts), language-appropriate auto-
completion, and powerful find and replace tools. Two of the most popular text editors for
command line use are vi-based editors, particularly Vim, and Emacs-based editors, particularly



GNU Emacs.Many computer users, however, are used to a graphical user interface (GUI),
where a mouse can be used to interact with windows, buttons, text boxes, and other elements of
a modern user interface. There are many Java programming environments that provide a GUI
from which a user can write Java code, compile it, execute it, and even test and debug it.
Because these tools are integrated into a single program, these applications are called
integrated development environments (IDEs).Two of the most popular Java IDEs are Eclipse and
the NetBeans IDE, which are both open-source, free, and available at and , respectively. At the
time of writing, Eclipse is the most popular Java IDE for professional developers. Both Eclipse
and NetBeans are powerful and complex tools. DrJava is a much simpler (and highly
recommended) IDE, designed for students and Java beginners. It is also free and is available
from .Which command line text editor or graphical IDE you use is up to you. Programming is a
craft, and every craftsman has his or her favorite tools. Most of the content of this book is
completely independent from the tools you use to write and compile your code. One exception is
Chapter 16, in which we briefly discuss the debugging tools in Eclipse and DrJava.If you choose
Eclipse, NetBeans, or another complex IDE, you may wish to read some online tutorials to get
started. These IDEs often require the user to create a project and then put Java files inside. The
idea of a project that contains many related source code documents is a useful one and is very
common in software engineering, but it is not a part of Java itself.2.3 Syntax: Java basicsIn this
section, we start with the simplest Java programs and work up to the solution to the bouncing
ball problem. Java was first released in 1995, a long time ago in the history of computer science.
However, Java was based on many previous languages. Its syntax (the rules for constructing
legal Java programs, just as English grammar is the rules for constructing legal English
sentences) inherits ideas from C, C++, and other languages.Some critics have complained
about elements of the syntax or semantics of Java. Semantics are rules for what code means.
Remember that Java is an arbitrary system, designed by fallible human beings. The rules for
building Java programs are generally logical, but they are artificial. Learning a new programming
language is a process of accepting a set of rules and coming up with ways to use those rules to
achieve your own ends.There are reasons behind the rules, but we will not always be able to
explain those reasons in this book. As you begin to learn Java, you will have to take it on faith
that such-and-such a rule is necessary, even though it seems useless or mysterious. In time,
these rules will become familiar and perhaps sensible. The mystery will fade away, and the rules
will begin to look like an organic and logical (though perhaps imperfect) system.2.3.1 Java
program structureThe first rule of Java is that all code goes inside of a class. A class is a
container for blocks of code called methods and it can also be used as a template to create
objects. We’ll talk a bit more about classes in this chapter and then focus on them heavily in
Chapter 9.For now, you only need to remember that every Java program has at least one class.
It is possible to put more than one class in a file, but you can only have one top-level public class
per file. A public class is one that can be used by other classes. Almost every class in this book
is public, and they should be clearly marked as such. To create a public class called Example,



you would type the following:public class Example {}A few words in Java have a special meaning
and cannot be used for anything else (like naming a class). These are called keywords or
reserved words. The keyword public marks the class as public. The keyword class states that
you are declaring a class. The name Example gives the name of the class. By convention, all
class names start with a capital letter. The braces ({and })mark the start and end of the contents
of the class. Right now, our class contains nothing.Exercise 2.7This text should be saved in a file
called Example.java. It is required that the name of the public class matches the file that it’s in,
including capitalization. Once Example.java has been saved, you can compile it into bytecode.
However, since there’s nothing in class Example, you can’t run it as a program.A program is a list
of instructions, and that list has to start somewhere. For a normal Java application, that place is
the main() method. (Throughout this book, we always append parentheses () to mark the name
of a method.) If we want to do something inside of Example, we’ll have to add a main() method
like so:public class Example { public static void main ( String [] args ) { }}There are several
new items now. As before, public means that other classes can use the main() method. The
static keyword means that the method is associated with the class as a whole and not a
particular object. The void keyword means that the method does not give back an answer. The
word main is obviously the name of the method, but it has to be spelled exactly that way
(including capitalization) to work. Perhaps the most confusing part is the expression String[]
args, which is a list of text (strings) given as input to the main() method from the command line.
As with the class, the braces mark the start and end of the contents of the main() method, which
is currently empty.Right now, you don’t need to understand any of this. All you need to know is
that, to start a program, you need a main() method and its syntax is always the same as the
code listed above. If you save this code, you can compile Example.java and then run it, and…
nothing happens! It is a perfectly legal Java program, but the list of instructions is empty.2.3.2
Command line input and outputAn important thing for a Java program to do is to communicate
with the outside world (where we live). First, let’s look at printing data to the command line and
reading data in from the command line.The System.out.print() methodMethods allow us to
perform actions in Java. They are blocks of code packaged up with a name so that we can run
the same piece of code repeatedly but with different inputs. We discuss them in much greater
depth in Chapter 8.A common method for output is System.out.print(). The input (usually called
arguments) to a method are given between its parentheses. Thus, if we want to print 42 to the
terminal, we type:System.out.print (42) ;Note that the use of the method has a semicolon (;)
after it. An executable line of code in Java generally ends with a semicolon to separate it from
the next instruction. We can add this code to our Example class, yielding:public class Example {
public static void main ( String [] args ) { System.out.print (42) ; }}If we want to print
out text, we give it as the argument to System.out.print(), surrounded by double quotes (“). It is
necessary to surround text with quotes so that Java knows it is text and not the name of a class,
method, or variable. Text surrounded by double quotes is called a string. The following program
prints Forty two onto the terminal.public class Example { public static void main ( String []



args ) { System.out.print (" Forty two "); }}Printing out one thing is great, but programs
are usually composed of many instructions. Consider the following program:public class
Example { public static void main ( String [] args ) { System.out.print (2) ;
System.out.print (4) ; System.out.print (6) ; System.out.print (8) ; }}As you can
see, each executable line ends with a semicolon, and they are executed in sequence. This code
prints 2, 4, 6, and 8 onto the screen. However, we did not tell the program to move the cursor to
a new line at any point. So, the output on the screen is 2468, which looks like a single number. If
we want them to be on separate lines, we can achieve this with the System.out.println() method,
which moves to a new line after it finishes output.public class Example { public static void
main ( String [] args ) { System.out.println (2) ; System.out.println (4) ;
System.out.println (6) ; System.out.println (8) ; }}This change makes the output into the
following:2468In Java, it is possible to insert some math almost anywhere. Consider the
following program, which uses the + operator.public class Example { public static void main
( String [] args ) { System.out.print (35 + 7); }}This code prints out 42 to the terminal just
like our earlier example, because it does the addition before giving the result to
System.out.print() for output.The Scanner classWe want to be able to read input from the user
as well. For command line input, we need to create a Scanner object. This object is used to read
data from the keyboard. The following program asks the user for an integer, reads in an integer
from the keyboard, and then prints out the value multiplied by 2.import java.util.Scanner ;public
class Example { public static void main ( String [] args ) { Scanner in; in = new
Scanner ( System.in); System.out.print (" Enter an integer : "); int value ;
value = in. nextInt (); System.out.print (" That number doubled is: ");
System.out.println ( value * 2); }}This program introduces several new elements. First, note
that it begins with import java.util.Scanner;. This line of code tells the compiler to use the
Scanner class that is in the java.util package. A package is a way of organizing a group of
related classes. Someone else wrote the Scanner class and all the other classes in the java.util
package, but, by importing the package, we are able to use their code in our program.Then, skip
down to the first line in the main() method. The code Scanner in; declares a variable called in
with type Scanner. A variable can hold a value. The variable has a specific type, meaning the
kind of data that the value can be. In this case, the type is Scanner, meaning that the variable in
holds a Scanner object. Declaring a variable creates a box that can hold things of the specified
type. To declare a variable, first put the type you want it to have, then put its identifier or name,
and then put a semicolon. We chose to call the variable in, but we could have called it input or
even marmalade if we wanted. It is always good practice to name your variable so that it is clear
what it contains.The next line assigns a value to in. The assignment operator (=) looks like an
equal sign from math, but think of it as an arrow that points left. Whatever is on the right side of
the assignment operator will be stored into the variable on the left. So, the variable in was an
initially empty box that could hold a Scanner object. The code new Scanner(System.in) creates
a brand new Scanner object based on System.in, which means that the input will be from the



keyboard. The assignment stored this object into the variable in. The fact that System.in was
used has nothing to do with the fact that our variable was named in. Again, don’t expect to
understand all the details at first. Any time you need to read data from the keyboard, you’ll need
these two lines of code, which you should be able to copy verbatim. It is possible to both declare
a variable and assign its value in one line. Instead of the two line version, most programmers
would type:Scanner in = new Scanner ( System.in);Similarly, the line int value; declares a
variable for holding integer types. The next line uses the object in to read an integer from the
user by calling the nextInt() method. If we wanted to read a floating point value, we would have
called the nextDouble() method. If we wanted to read some text, we would have called the next()
method. Unfortunately, these differences means that we have to know what type of data the user
is going to enter. If the user enters an unexpected type, our program could have an error. As
before, we could combine the declaration and the assignment into a single line:int value = in.
nextInt ();The final two lines give output for our program. The former prints That number doubled
is: to the terminal. The latter prints out a value that is twice whatever the user entered. The next
two examples illustrate how Scanner can be used to read input while solving problems. The first
example shows how these elements can be applied to subproblem 1 of the bouncing ball
problem, and the second example introduces and solves a new problem.Exercise 2.13Example
2.3: Command line inputSubproblem 1 requires us to get the height, coefficient of restitution,
and number of bounces from the user. Program 2.1 shows a Java program to solve this
subproblem.Program 2.1: A Java program to get the height, coefficient of restitution, and
number of bounces from the command line. (GetInputCLI.java)1 import java.util.*;2 3 public
class GetInputCLI {4 public static void main ( String [] args ) {5 // Create an object
named in for input6 Scanner in = new Scanner ( System.in);7 8 // Declare
variables to hold input data9 double height , coefficient ;10 int bounces ;11
12 // Declare user prompt strings13 String enterHeight = " Enter the
height : ";14 String enterCoefficient =15 " Enter restitution coefficient : ";16
String enterBounces = " Enter the number of bounces : ";17 18 // Prompt
the user and read data from the keyboard19 System.out.println (" Bouncing Ball :
Subproblem 1");20 System.out.print ( enterHeight );21 height = in.nextDouble
();22 System.out.print ( enterCoefficient );23 coefficient = in.nextDouble ();24
System.out.print ( enterBounces );25 bounces = in.nextInt ();26 }27 }Unlike
our earlier example, the first line of GetInputCLI.java is import java.util.*;. Instead of just
importing the Scanner class, this line imports all the classes in the java.util package. The
asterisk (*) is known as a wildcard. The wildcard notation is convenient if you need to import
several classes from a package or if you don’t know in advance the names of all the classes
you’ll need.Exercise 2.8After the import comes the class declaration, creating a class called
GetInputCLI. We put a CLI at the end of this class name to mark that it uses the command line
interface, contrasting with the GUI version that we’re going to show next. Inside the class
declaration is the definition of the main() method, showing where the program starts. The text



that comes after double slashes (//) are called comments. Comments allow us to make our code
more readable to humans, but the compiler ignores them.If you follow the comments, you’ll see
that we declare two double variables (for holding double precision floating-point numbers) and
an int variable (for holding an integer value). Next we declare three String variables and assign
them three strings (segments of text).The last section of code first prints out the name of the
problem. Then, it prints out the value stored into enterHeight, which is “Enter the height: ”. After
this prompt, the line height = in.nextDouble(); tries to read in the height from the user. It waits
until the user hits enter before reading the value and moving on to the next line. The last four
lines of the program prompt and read in the coefficient of restitution and then the number of
bounces. If you compile and run this program, the execution should match the steps described.
Note that it only reads in the values needed to solve the problem. We have not added the code
to compute the answer or display it. Example 2.4: Input for distance computationLet’s write a
program that takes as input the speed of a moving object and the time it has been moving. The
goal is to compute and display the total distance it travels. We can divide this problem into the
following three subproblems.Subproblem 1: Input speed and duration.Subproblem 2: Compute
distance traveled.Subproblem 3: Display the computed distance.Program 2.2 solves each of
these subproblems in order, using the command-line input and output tools we have just
discussed.Program 2.2: Program to compute the distance a moving object travels.
(Distance.java)1 import java.util.*;2 3 public class Distance {4 public static void main
( String [] args ) {5 // Create an object named in for input6 Scanner in = new
Scanner ( System.in);7 double speed , time ;8 double distance ; // Distance
to be computed9 10 // Solution to subproblem 1: Read input11 //
Prompt the user and get speed and time12 System.out.print (" Enter the speed : ");13
speed = in.nextDouble ();14 System.out.print (" Enter the time : ");15 time
= in. nextDouble ();16 17 // Solution to subproblem 2: Compute distance18
distance = speed * time ;19 20 // Solution to subproblem 3: Display
output21 System.out.print (" Distance traveled : ");22 System.out.print
( distance );23 System.out.println (" miles.");24 }25 }The program starts with
import statements, the class definition, and the definition of the main() method. At the beginning
of the main() method, we have code to declare and initialize a variable of type Scanner named
in. We also declare variables of type double to hold the input speed and time and the resulting
distance.Starting at line 12, we solve subproblem 1, prompting the user for the speed and the
time and using our Scanner object to read them in. Because they are both floating-point values
with type double, we use the nextDouble() method for input.At line 18, we compute the distance
traveled by multiplying speed by time and storing the result in distance. The last three lines of the
main() method solve subproblem 3 by outputting “Distance traveled: ”, the computed distance,
and “miles.”. If you run the program, all three items are printed on the same line on the terminal.
2.3.3 GUI input and outputIf you are used to GUI-based programs, you might wonder how to do
input and output with a GUI instead of on the command line. GUIs can become very complex,



but in this chapter we introduce a relatively simple way to do GUI input and output and expand
on it further in Chapter 7. Then, we go into GUIs in much more depth in Chapter 15.A limited tool
for displaying output and reading input with a GUI is the JOptionPane class. This class has a
complicated method called showMessageDialog() that opens a small dialog box to display a
message to the user. If we want to create the equivalent of the command-line program that
displays the number 42, the code would be as follows.import javax.swing.JOptionPane ;
public class Example { public static void main ( String [] args ) {
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog (null , "42", " Output Example ",
JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE ); }}Like Scanner, we need to import JOptionPane as
shown above in order to use it. The showMessageDialog() method takes several arguments to
tell it what to do. For our purposes, the first one is always the special Java literal null, which
represents an empty value. The next is the message you want to display, but it has to be text.
That’s why “42” appears with quotation marks. The third argument is the title that appears at the
top of the dialog. The final argument gives information about how the dialog should be
presented. JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE is a flag values that specifies that the
dialog is giving information (instead of a warning or a question), causing an appropriate, system-
specific icon to be displayed on the dialog.If we wanted to make the call to
showMessageDialog() a little easier to read, we could store the arguments into variables with
short, easy to understand names. The following program does so and should behave exactly like
the previous program. Figure 2.3 shows what the resulting GUI might look like.import
javax.swing.JOptionPane ; public class Example { public static void main ( String [] args ) {
String message = "42"; String title = " Output Example ";
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog (null , message , title ,
JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE ); }}Figure 2.3: Example of showMessageDialog()
used for output.One way to do input with a GUI uses the showInputDialog() method, which is
also inside the JOptionPane class. The showInputDialog() method returns a value. This means
that it gives back an answer, which you can store into a variable by putting the method call on
the right hand side of an assignment statement. Otherwise, it is nearly the same as
showMessageDialog(). The following program prompts the user for his or her favorite word with
a showInputDialog() method and then displays it again using a showMessageDialog()
method.import javax.swing.JOptionPane ; public class Example { public static void main
( String [] args ) { String message = " What is your favorite word ?"; String title = "
Input Example "; String word = JOptionPane.showInputDialog (null , message ,
title , JOptionPane.QUESTION_MESSAGE );
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog (null , word , title ,
JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE ); }}Note that whatever the user typed in will be
stored in word. Finally, the last line of the program displays whatever word was entered with
showMessageDialog(). Figure 2.4 shows the resulting GUI as the user is entering input.Figure
2.4: Example of showInputDialog() used for input.Remember that the value returned from the



showInputDialog() method is always text, that is, it always has type String. Although there are
lots of great things you can do with a String value, you cannot do normal arithmetic like you can
with an integer or a floating-point number. However, there are ways to convert a String
representation of a number to the number itself. If you have a String that represents an integer,
you use the Integer.parseInt() method to convert it. If you have a String that represents a floating-
point number, you use the Double.parseDouble() method to convert it. The following segment of
code shows a few illustrations of the issues involved.int x = "41" * 3;// Text cannot be multiplied
by an integer int y = Integer.parseInt ("23");// Correctly converts the text "23" to the integer
23 double z = Double.parseDouble (" 3.14159 ");// Correctly converts the text "3.14159" to
3.14159 int a = Integer.parseInt (" Twenty three ");// Causes the program to crash double b =
Double.parseDouble ("pi");// Causes the program to crashYou might wonder why the computer
isn’t smart enough to know that “23” means 23. Remember, the computer has no intelligence. If
something is marked as text, it doesn’t know that it can interpret it as a number. What kind of
data something is depends on its type, which doesn’t change. We’ll discuss types more deeply
in Chapter 3.The next example uses these two type conversion methods with methods from
JOptionPane in a GUI-based solution to subproblem 1 of the bouncing ball problem.Example
2.5: GUI inputWe can change the solution given in Program 2.1 to use the GUI-based input tools
in JOptionPane. Program 2.1 this equivalent GUI-based Java program.Program 2.3: Program to
get the height, coefficient of restitution, and number of bounces using a GUI.
(GetInputGUI.java)1 import javax.swing.*;2 3 public class GetInputGUI {4 public static
void main ( String [] args ) {5 String title = " Bouncing Ball : Subproblem 1";6 7
// Declare variables to hold input data8 double height , coefficient ;9 int
bounces ;10 11 // Declare user prompt strings12 String enterHeight = " Enter
the height : ";13 String enterCoefficient =14 " Enter restitution coefficient :
";15 String enterBounces = " Enter the number of bounces : ";16 17 // Prompt
the user , get data , and convert it18 String response = JOptionPane.showInputDialog
(null ,19 enterHeight , title , JOptionPane.QUESTION_MESSAGE );20
height = Double.parseDouble ( response );21 response =
JOptionPane.showInputDialog (null ,22 enterCoefficient , title ,
JOptionPane.QUESTION_MESSAGE );23 coefficient = Double.parseDouble
( response );24 response = JOptionPane.showInputDialog (null ,25
enterBounces , title , JOptionPane.QUESTION_MESSAGE );26 bounces =
Integer.parseInt ( response );27 }28 }The code in this program is very similar to Program
2.1 until line 18. At that point, we use the showInputDialog() method to read a String version of
the height from the user. On the next line, we have to convert this String version into the double
version that we store in the height variable. The next four lines read in the coefficient of
restitution and the number of bounces and convert them to their appropriate numerical types.
2.3.4 A few operationsBasic mathTo make our code useful, we can perform operations on
values and variables. For example, we used the expression 35 + 7 as an argument to the



System.out.print() method to print 42 to the screen. We can use the add (+), subtract (-), multiply
(*), and divide(/) operators on numbers to solve arithmetic problems. These operators work the
way you expect them to (except that division has a few surprises). We’ll go into these operators
and others more deeply in Chapter 3. Here are examples of these four operators used with
integer and floating-point numbers.int a = 2 + 3; // a will hold 5int b = 2 - 3; // b
will hold -1int c = 2 * 3; // c will hold 6int d = 2 / 3; // d will hold 0 ( explained
later ) double x = 1.6 + 3.2; // x will hold 4.8double y = 1.6 - 3.2; // y will hold -1.6double z = 1.6
* 3.2; // z will hold 5.12double w = 1.6 / 3.2; // w will hold 0.5Other operationsThese basic
operations can mix values and variables together. As we will discuss later, they can be arbitrarily
complicated with order of operations determining the final answer. Nevertheless, we also need
ways to accomplish other mathematical operations such as raising a number to a power or
finding its square root. The Math class has methods that perform these and other functions. To
raise a number to a power, we call Math.pow() with two arguments: first the base and then the
exponent. To find the square root, we pass the number to the Math.sqrt() method.double p =
Math.pow (3.0 , 2.5) ;// Raises 3 to the power 2.5 , approximately 15.588457double q =
Math.sqrt (2.0) ;// Finds the square root of 2.0 , approximately 1.4142136Example 2.6: Compute
heightWe compute the final height of the ball in subproblem 2 of the bouncing ball problem. To
do so, we have to multiply the height by the coefficient of restitution raised to the power of the
number of bounces. The following program does so, using the Math.pow() method.Program 2.4:
Program to compute height of a ball after bounces. (ComputeHeight.java)1 public class
ComputeHeight {2 public static void main ( String [] args ) {3 // Use dummy
values to test subproblem 24 double height = 15, coefficient = 0.3;5 int
bounces = 10;6 // Compute height after bounces7 double bounceHeight =
height * Math.pow( coefficient , bounces );8 System.out.println ( bounceHeight ); // For
testing9 }10 }Program 2.4 is only focusing on subproblem 2, but, if we want to test it, we
need to supply some dummy values for height, coefficient, and bounces, since these are read in
by the solution to subproblem 1. Likewise, the output statement on the last line of the main()
method is just for testing purposes. The complete solution has more complex output. String
concatenationJust as we can add numbers together, we can also “add” pieces of text together.
In Java, text has the type String. If you use the + operator between two values or variables of
type String, the result is a new String that is the concatenation of the two previous String values,
meaning that the result is the two pieces of text pasted together, one after the other.
Concatenation doesn’t change the String values you are concatenating.At this point, it becomes
confusing if you mix types (String, int, double) together when doing mathematical operations.
However, feel free to concatenate String values with any other type using the + operator. When
you do so, the other type is automatically converted into a String. This behavior is useful since
any String is easy to output. Here are a few examples of String concatenation.String word1 = "
tomato ";String word2 = " sauce ";String text1 = word1 + word2 ;// text1 will contain "
tomatosauce "String text2 = word1 + " " + word2 ;// text2 will contain " tomato sauce "String text3



= " potato " + word1 ;// text3 will contain " potato tomato "String text4 = 5 + " " + word1 + "es";//
text4 will contain "5 tomatoes "Example 2.7: Display heightWith String concatenation,
subproblem 3 becomes a bit easier. We concatenate the results together with an appropriate
message and then use the System.out.println() method for output. The following program does
so.Program 2.5: Program to display height of a ball using the command line.
(DisplayHeightCLI.java)1 public class DisplayHeightCLI {2 public static void main ( String
[] args ) {3 // Use dummy values to test subproblem 34 int bounces = 10;5
double bounceHeight = 2.0;6 String message = " After " + bounces +7
" bounces the height of the ball is: " +8 bounceHeight + " feet ";9
System.out.println ( message );10 }11 }Program 2.5 is only focusing on subproblem 3, but,
if we want to test it, we need to supply dummy values for bounces and bounceHeight, since
these are generated by the solution to earlier subproblems.The same concatenation can be
used for GUI output as well. The only difference is the use of
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog() instead of System.out.println().Program 2.6: Program to
display height of a ball using a GUI. (DisplayHeightGUI.java)1 import javax.swing.*;2 3
public class DisplayHeightGUI {4 public static void main ( String [] args ) {5
String title = " Bouncing Ball : Subproblem 3";6 // Use dummy values to test
subproblem 37 int bounces = 10;8 double bounceHeight = 2.0;9
String message = " After " + bounces +10 " bounces the height of the ball is: " +11
bounceHeight + " feet ";12 JOptionPane.showMessageDialog (null ,
message , title ,13 JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE );14 }15 }2.3.5
Java formattingWriting good Java code has some similarities to writing effectively in English.
There are rules you have to follow in order to make sense, but there are also guidelines that you
should follow in order to make your code easier to read for yourself and everyone else.Variable
and class namingJava programs are filled with variables, and each variable should be named to
reflect its contents. Variable names are essentially unlimited in length (although the JVM you use
may limit this length to thousands of characters). A tremendously long variable name can be
hard to read, but abbreviations can be worse. You want the meaning of your code to be obvious
to others and to yourself when you come back days or weeks later.Imagine you are writing a
program that sells fruit. Consider the following names for a variable that keeps track of the
number of apples.NameAttributesaToo short, gives no useful informationappsToo short, vague,
could mean applications or appetizerscntrToo short, vague, could mean centercounterNot bad,
but counting what?theVariableUsedToCountApplesToo long for no good
reasonappleCounterVery clearapplesConcise and clear, unless there are multiple apple
quantities such as applesSold and applesBoughtMathematics is filled with one letter variables,
partly because there is a history of writing mathematics on chalkboards and paper. Clarity is
more important than brevity with variables in computer programs. Some variables need more
than one word to be descriptive. In that case, programmers of Java are encouraged to follow
camel case. In camel case, multi-word variables and methods start with a lowercase letter and



then use an uppercase letter to mark the beginning of each new word. It is called camel case
because the uppercase letters are reminiscent of the humps of a camel. Examples include
lastValue, symbolTable, and makeHamSandwich().By convention, class names should always
begin with a capital letter, but they also use camel case with a capital letter for the beginning of
each new word. Examples include LinkedList, JazzPiano, and GlobalNuclearWarfare.Another
convention is that constants, variables whose value never changes, have names in all
uppercase, separated by underscores. Examples include PI,TRIANGLE_SIDES, and
UNIVERSAL_GRAVITATIONAL_CONSTANT.Spaces are not allowed in variable, method, or
class names. Recall that a name in Java is called an identifier. The rules for identifiers specify
that they must start with an uppercase or lowercase letter (or an underscore) and that the
remaining characters must be letters, underscores, or numerical digits. Thus, mötleyCrüe,
Tupac, and even the absurd ______5 are legal identifiers, but Motley Crue and 2Pac are not.
Java has support for many of the world’s languages, allowing identifiers to contain characters
from Chinese, Thai, Devanagari, Cyrillic, and other scripts.Remember that keywords cannot be
used as identifiers. For example, public, static, and class are all keywords in Java and can never
be the names of classes, variables, or methods.White spaceAlthough you are not allowed to
have spaces in a Java identifier, you can usually use white space (spaces, tabs, and new lines)
wherever you want. Java ignores extra space. Thus, this line of code:int x = y + 5;is equivalent to
this one:int x=y +5;We chose to type our earlier example of a program performing output as
follows:public class Example { public static void main ( String [] args ) {
System.out.print (42) ; }}However, we could have been more chaotic with our use of
whitespace: publicclass Example {public static void main ( String [ ] args
) { System. out .print (42) ; } }Or used almost none at all:public class Example
{ public static void main ( String [] args ){ System. out.print (42) ;}}These three programs are
identical in the eyes of the Java compiler, but the first one is easier for a human to read. You
should use whitespace to increase readability. Don’t add too much whitespace with lots of blank
lines between sections of code. On the other hand, don’t use too little and cramp the code
together. Whenever code is nested inside of a set of braces, indent the contents so that it is easy
to see the hierarchical relationship.The style we present in this book puts the left brace ({) on the
line starting a block of code. Another popular style puts the left brace on the next line. Here is the
same example program formatted in this style:public class Example{ public static void main
( String [] args ) { System.out.print (42) ; }}There are people (including some
authors of this book) who prefer this style because it is easier to see where blocks of code begin
and end. However, the other style uses less space, and so we use it throughout the book. You
can make your own choices about style, but be consistent. If you work for a software
development company, they may have strict standards for code formatting.CommentsAs we
mentioned before, you can leave comments in your code whenever you want someone reading
the code to have extra information. Java has three different kinds of comments. We described
single-line comments, which start with a // and continue until the end of the line.If you have a



large block of text you want as a comment, you can create a block comment, which starts with a /
* and continues until it reaches a */.Beyond leaving messages for other programmers, you can
also “comment out” existing code. By making Java code a comment, it no longer affects the
program execution. This practice is very common when programmers want to remove or change
some code but are reluctant to delete it until the new version of the code has been tested.The
third kind of comment is called a documentation comment and superficially looks a lot like a
block comment. A documentation comment starts with a /** and ends with a */. These comments
are supposed to come at the beginning of classes and methods and explain what they are used
for and how to use them. A tool called javadoc is used to run through documentation comments
and generate an HTML file that users can read to understand how to use the code. This tool is
one of the features that has contributed greatly to the popularity of Java, since its libraries are
well-documented and easy to use. However, we do not discuss documentation comments
deeply in this book.Here is our example output program heavily commented./*** Class Example
prints the number 42 to the screen.* It contains an executable main () method.*/public class
Example { /* * The main () method was last updated by Barry Wittman. */ public
static void main ( String [] args ) { System.out.print (42) ; // answer to everything }}
Comments are a wonderful tool, but clean code with meaningful variable names and careful use
of whitespace doesn’t require too much commenting. Never hesitate to comment, but always
ask yourself if there is a way to write the code so clearly that a comment is unnecessary.2.4
Solution: How to solve problemsThe problem solving steps given in Section 2.2 are sound, but
they depend on being able to implement your planned solution in Java. We have introduced far
too little Java so far to expect to solve all the problems that can be solved with a computer in this
chapter. However, we can show the solution to the bouncing ball problem and explain how our
solution works through the software development lifecycle.2.4.1 Bouncing ball solution
(command line version)In Example 2.2 we made sure that we understood the problem and then
formed a three-part plan to read in the input, compute the height of the bounce, and then output
it.In Program 2.1, we implemented subproblem 1, reading the input from the command line. In
Program 2.4, we implemented subproblem 2, computing the height of the final bounce. In
Program 2.5, we implemented subproblem 3, displaying the height that was computed. In the
final, integrated program, the portion of the code that corresponds to solving subproblem 1 is
below.1 import java.util.*;2 3 public class BouncingBallCLI {4 public static void main
( String [] args ) {5 // Solution to subproblem 16 // Create an object named in
for input7 Scanner in = new Scanner ( System.in);89 // Declare variables to
hold input data10 double height , coefficient ;11 int bounces ;12 13
// Declare user prompt strings14 String enterHeight = " Enter the height : ";15
String enterCoefficient =16 " Enter restitution coefficient : ";17 String
enterBounces = " Enter the number of bounces : ";18 19 System.out.println ("
Bouncing Ball ");20 21 // Prompt the user and read data from the keyboard22
System.out.println (" Bouncing Ball : Subproblem 1");23 System.out.print



( enterHeight );24 height = in.nextDouble ();25 System.out.print
( enterCoefficient );26 coefficient = in.nextDouble ();27 System.out.print
( enterBounces );28 bounces = in.nextInt ();With the imports, class declaration, and
main() method set up by the solution to subproblem 1, the solution to subproblem 2 is very
short.30 // Solution to subproblem 231 double bounceHeight = height *
Math.pow( coefficient , bounces );The solution to subproblem 3 and the braces that mark the
end of the main() method and then the end of the class only take up a few additional lines.33
// Solution to subproblem 334 String message = " After " + bounces +35
" bounces the height of the ball is: " +36 bounceHeight + " feet ";37
System.out.println ( message );38 }39 }2.4.2 Bouncing ball solution (GUI version)If you
prefer a GUI for your input and output, we can integrate the GUI-based versions of the solutions
to subproblems 1, 2, and 3 from Programs 2.1, 2.4, and 2.6. The final program is below. It only
differs from the command line version in a few details.Program 2.7: Full program to compute the
height of the final bounce of a ball and display the result with a GUI. (BouncingBallGUI.java)1
import javax.swing.*;2 3 public class BouncingBallGUI {4 public static void main
( String [] args ) {5 // Solution to sub - problem 16 String title = " Bouncing Ball
";7 double height , coefficient ;8 int bounces ;9 10 //
Declare user prompt strings11 String enterHeight = " Enter the height : ";12
String enterCoefficient =13 " Enter restitution coefficient : ";14 String
enterBounces = " Enter the number of bounces : ";15 16 // Prompt the user , get
data , and convert it17 String response = JOptionPane.showInputDialog (null ,18
enterHeight , title , JOptionPane.QUESTION_MESSAGE );19 height =
Double.parseDouble ( response );20 response = JOptionPane.showInputDialog
(null ,21 enterCoefficient , title , JOptionPane.QUESTION_MESSAGE );22
coefficient = Double.parseDouble ( response );23 response =
JOptionPane.showInputDialog (null ,24 enterBounces , title ,
JOptionPane.QUESTION_MESSAGE );25 bounces = Integer.parseInt ( response );26
27 // Solution to sub - problem 228 double bounceHeight = height *
Math.pow( coefficient , bounces );29 30 // Solution to sub - problem 331
String message = " After " + bounces +32 " bounces the height of the ball is: " +33
bounceHeight + " feet ";34 JOptionPane.showMessageDialog (null ,
message , title ,35 JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE );36 }37 }2.4.3
Testing and maintenanceTesting and maintenance are key elements of the software engineering
lifecycle and often take more time and resources than the rest. However, we only discuss them
briefly here.The ball bouncing problem is not complex. There are a few obvious things to test.
We should pick a “normal” test case such as a height of 15 units, a coefficient of restitution of
0.3, and 10 bounces. The height should be 15 × 0.310 = 0.0000885735. The result computed by
our program should be the same, ignoring floating point error. We can also check some
boundary test cases. If the coefficient of restitution is 1, the ball should bounce back perfectly,



reaching whatever height we input. If the coefficient of restitution is 0, the ball doesn’t bounce at
all, and the final height should be 0.Our code does not account for users entering badly
formatted data like two instead of 2. Likewise, our code does not detect invalid values such as a
coefficient of restitution greater than 1 or a negative number of bounces. An industrial-grade
program should. We’ll discuss testing further in Chapter 16.As with most of the problems we
discuss in this book, issues of maintenance will not apply. We don’t have a customer base to
keep happy. However, it is a good thought exercise to imagine a large-scale version of this
program that can solve many different kinds of physics problems. Who are likely to be your
clients? What are the kinds of bugs that are likely to creep into such a program? How would you
provide bug-fixes and develop new features?2.5 Concurrency: Solving problems in parallel2.5.1
Parallelism and concurrencyThe terms parallelism and concurrency are often confused and
sometimes used interchangeably. Parallelism or parallel computing occurs when multiple
computations are being performed at the same time. Concurrency occurs when multiple
computations may interact with each other. The distinction is subtle since many parallel
computations are concurrent and vice versa.An example of parallelism without concurrency is
two separate programs running on a multicore system. They are both performing computations
at the same time, but, for the most part, they are not interacting with each other. (Concurrency
issues can arise if these programs try to access a shared resource, such as a file, at the same
time.)An example of concurrency without parallelism is a program with multiple threads of
execution running on a single-core system. These threads will not execute at the same time as
each other. However, the OS or runtime system will interleave the execution of these threads,
switching back and forth between them whenever it wants to. Since these threads can share
memory, they can still interact with each other in complicated and often unpredictable ways.With
multicore computers, we want good and effective parallelism, computing many things at the
same time. Unfortunately, striving to reach parallelism often means struggling with concurrency
and carefully managing the interactions between threads.2.5.2 Sequential versus concurrent
programmingImagine that the evil Lellarap aliens are attacking Earth. They have sent an
extensive list of demands to the world’s leaders, but only a few people, including you, have
mastered their language, Lellarapian. To save the people of Earth, it is imperative that you
translate their demands as quickly as possible so that world leaders can decide what course of
action to take. If you do it alone, as illustrated in Figure 2.5(a), the Lellaraps might attack before
you finish.In order to finish the work faster, you hire a second translator whose skills in Lellarap
are as good as yours. As shown in Figure 2.5(b), you divide the document into two nearly equal
parts, Document A and Document B. You translate Document A and your colleague translates
Document B. When both translations are complete, you merge the two, check the translation,
and send the result to the world’s leaders.Translating the demands alone is a sequential
approach. In this context, sequential mean non-parallel. Translating the demands with two
people is a parallel approach. It is concurrent as well because you have to decide on how to split
up the document and how to merge it back together.Figure 2.5: (a) Translation by one translator.



Time ts gives the sequential time taken. (b) Translation by translators A and B. Times t1, t2, t3,
and t4 give the times needed to do each component of the concurrent approach.If you were to
write a computer program to translate the demands using the sequential approach, you would
produce a sequential program. If you write a computer program that uses the approach shown in
Figure 2.5(b), it would be a concurrent program. A concurrent program is also referred to as a
multi-threaded program. Threads are sequences of code that can execute independently and
access each other’s memory. Imagine you are one thread of execution and your colleague is
another. Thus, the concurrent approach will have at least two threads. It may have more if
separate threads are used to divide up the document and merge it back together.Because we’re
interested in the time the process takes, we have labeled different tasks in Figure 2.5 with their
running times. We let ts be the time for one person to complete the translation. The times t1
through t4 mark the times needed to complete tasks 1 through 4, indicated in Figure 2.5(b).
Exercise 2.10 asks you to calculate these times for the sequential and concurrent
approaches.Exercise 2.102.5.3 Kinds of concurrencyA sequential program, like the single
translator, uses a single processor on a multi-processor system or a single core on a multicore
chip. To speed up the solution of a program on a multicore chip, it may be necessary to divide a
problem so that different parts of it can be executed concurrently.This process of dividing up a
problem falls into the category of domain decomposition, task decomposition, or some
combination of the two. In domain decomposition, we take a large amount of data or elements to
be processed and divide up the data among workers that all do the same thing to different parts
of the data. In task decomposition, each worker is assigned a different task that needs to be
done. The following two examples explore each of these approaches.Example 2.8: Domain
decompositionSuppose we have an autonomous robot called the Room Rating Robot or R3.
The R3 can measure the area of any home. Suppose that we want to use an R3 to measure the
area of the home with two floors sketched in Figure 2.6.Figure 2.6: A home with two floors.One
way to measure the area is to put an R3 at the entrance of the home on the first floor and give it
the following instructions:1. Initialize total area to 02. Find area of next room and add to total
area3. Repeat Step 2 until all rooms have been measured4. Move to second floor5. Repeat Step
2 until all rooms have been measured6. Display total areaBy following these steps, the R3 will
systematically go through each room, measure its area, and add the value to the total area found
so far. It will then climb up the stairs and repeat the process for the second floor. It would then
add the areas from the two floors and give us the total living area of the house. This is a
sequential approach for measuring the area.Now suppose we have two R3 robots, named R3A
and R3B. We can put R3A on the first floor and R3B on the second. Both robots are then
instructed to find the area of the floor they’re on using steps very similar to the ones listed above
for a sequential solution. When done, we add together the answers from R3A and R3B to get the
total. This is a concurrent (and also parallel) approach for measuring the living area of a home
with two floors. Using two robots in this way can speed up the time it takes to measure the area.
Exercise 2.11In the example above, the tasks are the same, i.e., measuring the area, but are



performed on two different input domains, i.e., the floors. Thus, both robots are performing
essentially the same operations but on different floors. This type of task division is also known as
domain decomposition. Here, to achieve concurrency, we take the domain of the problem (the
house) and divide it into smaller subdomains (its floors). Then, each processor (or robot in this
example) performs the same task on each subdomain. When done, the final answer is found by
combining the answers. Running the robots on each floor is purely parallel, but combining the
answers is concurrent since some interaction between the robots is necessary.Exercise
2.12Another way of solving a problem concurrently is to divide it into fundamentally different
tasks. The tasks could be executed on different processors and perhaps on different input
domains. Eventually, some coordination of the tasks must be done to generate the final result.
The next example illustrates such a division.Example 2.9: Task decompositionLet’s expand the
problem given in Example 2.8. R3 robots can do more than just measure area. In addition to
calculating the living area of a home, we want an R3 robot to check if the electrical outlets are in
working condition. The robot should give us the area of the house as well as a list of electrical
outlets that are not working.This problem can be solved in a sequential manner with just one
robot. One way to do so would be for a robot to make a first pass through all floors and rooms
and compute the living area. It can then make a second pass and make a list of electrical outlets
that are not working.One way to solve this problem concurrently is to assign R3A to measure the
area and R3B to identify broken electrical outlets. Once the respective tasks are assigned, we
place the robots at the entrance to the house and activate them. It is possible that the two robots
will bump into each other while working, and that’s one of the difficulties of concurrency. The
burden is on the programmer to give instructions so that the robots can avoid or recover from
collisions. After the robots are done, we ask R3A for the living area of the house and R3B for a
list of broken outlets. 2.6 SummaryIn this chapter, we introduced an approach for developing
software to solve a problem with a computer. A number of examples illustrated how to move from
a problem statement to a complete Java program. Although we have given rough explanations of
all the Java programs in this chapter, we encourage you to play with each program to expand its
functionality. Several exercises prompt you to do just that. It is impossible to learn to program
without actively practicing programming. Never be afraid of “breaking” the program. Only by
breaking it, changing it, and fixing it will your understanding grow.In addition to the software
development lifecycle, we introduced several building blocks of Java syntax including classes,
main() methods, import statements, and variable declarations. We also gave a preview of
different variable types (int, double, and String) and operations that can be used with them.
Material about types and operations on them is covered in depth in the next chapter.
Furthermore, we discussed input and output using Scanner and System.out.print() for the
command line interface and JOptionPane methods for a GUI.Finally, we introduced the notions
of sequential and concurrent solutions to problems and clarified the subtle difference between
parallelism and concurrency.ExercisesConceptual Problems2.1 When solving a problem using a
computer, what problem is solved by the programmer and what problem is solved by the



program written by the programmer? Are they the same?2.2 In Example 2.4, we declared all
variables to be of type double. How would the program behave differently if we had declared all
the variables with type int?2.3 What is the purpose of the statement at line 6 in Program 2.1?2.4
Explain the difference between a declaration and an assignment statement.2.5 Is the following
statement from line 17 of Program 2.7 a declaration, an assignment, or a combination of the two?
String response = JOptionPane.showInputDialog ( null , enterHeight , title ,
JOptionPane.QUESTION_MESSAGE );2.6 When would you prefer using the JOptionPane class
for output over System.out.print()? GUI When might you prefer System.out.print() to using
JOptionPane?2.7 Review Program 2.7 and identify all the Java keywords used in it.2.8 Try to
recompile Program 2.7 after removing the import statement at the top. Read and explain the
error message generated by the compiler.2.9 Explain the difference between parallel and
concurrent tasks. Give examples of tasks that are parallel but not concurrent, tasks that are
concurrent but not parallel, and tasks that are both.Concurrency2.10 Refer to Figure 2.5.
Suppose that you and your colleague translate from English to Lellarapian at the rate of 200
words per hour. Suppose that the list of demands contains 10,000 words.Concurrency(a)
Compute ts, the time for you to translate the entire document alone, assuming that, after
translation, you perform a final check at the rate of 500 words per hour.(b) Now assume that the
task of splitting up the document and handing over the correct part to your colleague takes 15
minutes. Also, the task of receiving the translated document from your colleague and merging
with the one you translated takes another 15 minutes. After merging the two documents, you do
a final check for correctness at a rate of 500 words per hour. Calculate the total time to complete
the translation using this concurrent approach. Let us refer to this time as tc.(c) One way to
calculate the speedup of a concurrent solution is to divide the sequential time by the concurrent
time. In our case, the speedup is ts/tc. Using the values you have computed in (a) and (b),
calculate the speedup.(d) Suppose that you have a total of two colleagues willing to help you
with the translation. Assuming that the three of you will perform the translation and that the times
needed to split, merge, and check are unchanged, calculate the total time needed. Then,
compute the speedup.(e) Now suppose that there are an unlimited number of people willing and
able to help you with the translation. Will the speedup keep on increasing as you add more
translators? Explain your answer.2.11 In Example 2.8, what aspect of a multicore system do the
robots represent?Concurrency2.12 In Example 2.8, suppose that you have two R3 robots
available. You would like to use these to measure the living area of a single floor home. Suggest
how two robots could be programmed to work concurrently to measure the living area faster
than one.ConcurrencyProgramming Practice2.13 Write a program that prompts the user for
three integers from the command line. Read each integer in using the nextInt() method of a
Scanner object. Compute the sum of these values and print it to the screen using
System.out.print() or System.out.println().2.14 Expand the program from Exercise 2.13 so that it
finds the average of the three numbers instead of the sum. (Hint: Try dividing by 3.0 instead of 3
to get an average with a fractional part. Then, store the result in a variable of type



double.)GUI2.15 Rewrite your solution to Exercise 2.14 so that it uses a JOptionPane-based
GUI instead of Scanner and System.out.print().2.16 Copy and paste Program 2.1 into the Java
IDE you prefer. Compile and run it and make sure that the program executes as intended. Then,
add statements to prompt the user for the color of the ball and read it in. Store the color in a
String value. Add an output statement that mentions the color of the ball.GUI2.17 Rewrite your
solution to Exercise 2.16 so that it uses a JOptionPane-based GUI instead of Scanner and
System.out.print().2.18 In Example 2.4, we assumed that the speed is given in miles per hour
and the time in hours. Change Program 2.2 to compute the distance traveled by a moving object
given its speed in miles per hour but time in seconds. You will need to perform a conversion from
seconds to hours before you can find the distance.2.19 A program can use both a command line
interface and a GUI to interact with a user. Write a program that uses the Scanner class to read a
String value containing the user’s favorite food. Then display the name of the food using
JOptionPane.2.20 Use the complete software development cycle to write a program that reads
in the lengths of two legs of a right triangle and computes the length of its hypotenuse.1. Make
sure you understand the problem. How can you apply the Pythagorean formula (a2 + b2 = c2) to
solve it?2. Design a solution by listing the steps you will need to take to read in the appropriate
values, find the answer, and then output it.3. Implement the steps as a Java program.4. Test the
solution with several known values. For example, a right triangle with legs of lengths 3 and 4 has
a hypotenuse of length 5. Which values cause errors? How should your program react to those
errors?5. Consider what other features your program should have. If your intended audience is
children who are learning geometry, should your error handling be different from an audience of
architects?Chapter 3Primitive Types and StringsOriginality exists in every individual because
each of us differs from the others. We are all primary numbers divisible only by ourselves.–Jean
Guitton3.1 Problem: College cost calculatorPerhaps you’re a student. Perhaps you aren’t. In
either case, you must be aware of the rapidly rising cost of a college education. The motivating
problem for this chapter is to create a Java program that can estimate the cost of a college
education, including room and board. It starts by reading a first name, a last name, the per-
semester cost of tuition, the monthly cost of rent, and the monthly cost of food as input from a
user. Many students take out loans for college. In fact, student debt has surpassed credit card
debt in the United States. We can implement a feature to read in an interest rate and the number
of years expected to pay off the loan.After taking all this data as input, we want to calculate the
yearly cost of such an education, the four year cost, the monthly loan payment, and the total cost
of the loan over time. Furthermore, we want to output this information on the command line in an
attractive way, customized with the user’s name. Below is a sample execution of this
program.Welcome to the College Cost Calculator!Enter your first name:BarryEnter your last
name:WittmanEnter tuition per semester:$174.15Enter rent per month:$350Enter food cost per
month:$400Annual interest rate:.0937Years to pay back your loan:10College costs for Barry
Wittman********************************Yearly cost:$43830.00Four year cost:$175320.00Monthly
loan payment:$2256.14Total loan cost:$270736.57Samples from a command line interface can



be confusing because it is difficult to see what is ouput and what is input. In this case, we have
marked the input in green so that it looks similar the way that Eclipse marks user input. In this
program, the names, the tuition, the rent, the food, the interest rate, and the years to pay back
the loan are taken as input. Note that the dollar signs are not part of the input and are outputted
as a cue to the user and to give visual polish.If you are following the software development
lifecycle, we hope you have a good understanding of this problem, but there are a few
mathematical details worth addressing. First, the yearly cost is twice the semester tuition plus 12
times the rent and food costs. The four year cost is simply four times the yearly cost. The
monthly loan payment amount, however, requires a formula from financial mathematics. Let P be
the amount of the loan (the principal). Let J be the monthly interest rate (the annual interest rate
divided by 12). Let N be the number of months to pay back the loan (years of the loan times 12).
Let M be the monthly payment we want to calculate, then:If you use the concepts and syntax
from the previous chapter carefully, you might be able to solve this problem without reading
further. However, there is a depth to the ideas of types and operations that we have not explored
fully. Getting a program to work is not enough. Programmers must understand every detail and
quirk of their tools to avoid potential bugs.3.2 Concepts: TypesEvery operation inside of a Java
program manipulates data. Often, this data is stored in variables, which look similar to variables
from mathematics. Consider the following mathematical equation.x + 3 = 7In this equation, x has
the value 4, and it always will. You can set up another equation in which x has a different value,
but it won’t change in this one. Java variables are different. They are locations where you can
store something. If you decide later that you want to change what you stored there, you can put
something else into the same location, overwriting the old value.In contrast to a variable is a
literal. A literal is a concrete value that does not change, though it can be stored in a variable.
Numbers like 4 or 2.71828183 are literals. We need to represent text and single characters in
Java as well, and there are literals like “grapefruit segment” and ‘X’ that fill these roles.In Java,
both variables and literals have types. If you think of a variable as a box where you can hold
something, its type is the shape of the box. The kinds of literals that can be stored in that box
must have a matching shape. In the last chapter, we introduced the type int to store integer
values and the type double to store floating point values. Java is a strongly typed language,
meaning that, if we declare a variable of type int, we can only put int values into it (with a few
exceptions).This idea of a type takes some getting used to. From a mathematical perspective 3
and 3.0 are identical. However, if you have an int variable in Java, you can store 3 into it, but you
can’t store 3.0. Types never change, but you can convert a value from one type to an equivalent
value in another type.3.2.1 Types as sets and operationsBefore we go any further, let’s look
deeper at what a type really is. We can think of a type as a set of elements. For example, int
represents a set of integer values (specifically, the integers between –2,147,483,648 and
2,147,483,647). Consider the following declarations:int x;int y;These declarations indicate that
the variables named x and y can only contain integer values in this range. Furthermore, a type
only allows specific operations. In Java, the int type allows addition, subtraction, multiplication,



division, and several other operations we will talk about in Section 3.3, but you cannot directly
raise an int value to a power in Java. Let’s assume that x is of type int. As we discussed in the
previous chapter, the expression x + 2 performs addition between the variable represented by x
and the literal 2. Some languages use the operator ˆ to mean raising a number to a power.
Following this notation, some beginning Java programmers are tempted to write x ˆ 2 to compute
x squared. The ˆ operator does have a meaning in Java, but it does not raise values to a power.
Other combinations of operators are simply illegal, such as x # 2.The idea of using types this
way gives structure to a program. All operations are well-defined. For example, you know that
adding two int values together will give you another int value. Java is a statically typed language.
This means that it can analyze all the types you’re using in your program at compile-time and
warn you if you’re doing something illegal. Consequently, you’ll get a lot of compiler warnings
and errors, but you can be more confident that your program is correct if all the types make
sense.3.2.2 Primitive and reference types in JavaAs shown in Figure 3.1(a), there are two kinds
of types in Java: primitive types and reference types. Primitive types are like boxes that hold
single, concrete values. The primitive types in Java are byte, short, int, long, float, double,
boolean, and char. These are types provided by the designers of Java, and it is not possible to
create new ones. Each primitive type has a set of operators that are legal for it. For example, all
the numerical types can be used with + and -. We’ll talk about these types and their operators in
great detail in Section 3.3.Reference types work differently from primitive types. For one thing, a
reference variable points at an object. This means that when you assign one reference variable
to another, you are not getting a whole new copy of the object. Instead, you’re getting another
arrow that points at the same object. The result is that performing an operation on one reference
can effectively change another reference, if they are both pointing at the same object.Another
difference is that reference variables (or simply references) do not have a large set of operators
that work on them. Every variable can be used with the assignment (=) and the comparison (==)
operators. Every variable can also be concatenated with a String by using the + operator, but
even if two objects represent numerical values, they cannot be added together with the +
operator.Figure 3.1: (a) The two categories of types in Java. The int primitive type (b), the
boolean primitive type (c), the String reference type (d), and a possible Aircraft reference type
(e) are represented as sets of items with operations.References should still be thought of as
types defining a set of objects and operations that can be done with them. Instead of using
operators, however, references use methods. You have seen methods such as
System.out.print() and JOptionPane.showInputDialog() in the previous chapter. A method
generally has a dot (.) before it and always has parentheses afterwards. These parentheses
contain the input parameters or arguments that you give to a method. Using operators on
primitive types is convenient, but on the other hand, there is no limit to the number, kind, or
complexity of methods that can be used on references.Another important feature of reference
types is that anyone can define them. So far, you have seen the reference types String and
JOptionPane. As we will discuss later, String is an unusual reference type in that it is built deeply



into the language. There are a few other types like this (such as Object), but most reference
types could have been written by anyone, even you.To create a new type, you write a class and
define data and methods inside of it. If you wanted to define a type to hold airplanes, you might
create the Airplane class and give it methods such as takeOff(), fly(), and land() because those
are operations that any airplane should be able to do.Once a class has been defined, it is
possible to instantiate an object. An object is a specific instance of the type. For example, the
type might be Airplane, but the object might be referenced by a variable called sr71Blackbird.
Presumably, this object has a weight, a maximum speed, and other characteristics that mark it
as a Lockheed SR-71 “Blackbird,” the famous spy plane. To summarize: The object is a concrete
instance of the data. The reference is the variable that gives a name to (points to) the object. The
type is the class that both the variable and the object have, which defines what kinds of data the
object has and what operations it can perform.Exercise 3.12The following table lists some of the
differences between primitive types and reference types.Primitive TypesReference
TypesCreated by the designers of JavaCreated by any Java programmerUse operators to
perform operationsUse methods to perform operationsThere are only eight different primitve
typesThe number of reference types is unlimited and grows every time someone creates a new
classHold a specific numbers of bytes of data depending on the typeCan hold arbitrary amounts
of dataAssignment copies a value from one place to anotherAssignment copies an arrow that
points at an objectDeclaration creates a box to hold valuesDeclaration creates an arrow that can
point at an object, but only instantiation creates a new object3.2.3 Type safetyWhy do we have
types? There are weakly typed languages where you can store any value into almost any
variable. Why bother with all these complicated rules? Most assembly languages have no notion
of types and allow the programmer to manipulate memory directly.Because Java is strongly
typed, the type of every variable, whether primitive or reference, must be declared prior to its
use. This constraint allows the Java compiler to perform many safety and sanity checks during
compilation, and the JVM performs a few more during execution. These checks avoid errors
during program execution that might otherwise be hard to find. These errors could lead to
catastrophic failures of the program.The Ariane 5 rocket is an example of a catastrophic failure
due to a type error. On its first flight, the rocket left its flight path and eventually exploded. The
failure was caused because of errors that resulted after converting a 64-bit floating point to 16-
bit signed integer value. The converted value was larger than the integer could hold, resulting in
a meaningless value.Converting from one type to another is called casting. The Ariane 5 failure
was due to a problem with casting that was not caught. Even in Java, it is possible for a human
being to circumvent type safety with irresponsible casting.3.3 Syntax: Types in JavaIn this
section we will dig deeper into the type system in Java, starting with variables and moving on to
the properties of the eight primitive types and the properties of String and other reference
types.3.3.1 Variables and literalsTo use a variable in Java, you must first declare it, which sets
aside memory to hold the variable and attaches a name to that space. Declarations always
follows the same pattern. The type is written first followed by the identifier, or name, for the



variable. Below we declare a variable named value of type int.int value ;Note how we use the
same pattern to declare a reference variable named creature of type Wombat.Wombat
creature ;You are always free to declare a variable and then end the line with a semicolon (;), but
it is common to initialize a variable at the same time. The following line simultaneously declares
value and initializes it to 5.int value = 5;Pitfall: Multiple declarationsDon’t forget that you are
declaring and initializing in a line like the above. Beginning Java programmers sometimes try to
declare a variable more than once, as in the following:int value = 5;int value = 10;Java will not
allow two variables with the same name to exist in the same block of code. The programmer
probably intended the following, which reuses variable value and replaces its contents with
10.int value = 5;value = 10;This error is more common when several other lines of code are
between the two assignments.In some of the examples above, we have stored the value 5 into
our variable value. The symbol 5 is an example of a literal. A literal is a value represented directly
in code. It cannot be changed, but it can be stored into variables that have the same type. The
values stored into variables come from literals, input, or more complicated expressions. Just like
variables, literals have types. The type of 5 is int while the type of 5.0 is double. Other types have
literals written in ways we’ll discuss below.3.3.2 Primitive typesThe building blocks of all Java
programs are primitive types. Even objects must fundamentally contain primitive types deep
down inside. There are eight primitive types. Half of them are used to represent integer values,
and we’ll start by looking at those.Integers: byte, short, int, and longA variable intended to hold
integer values can be declared with any of the four types byte, short, int, or long. All of them are
signed (holding positive and negative numbers) and represent numbers in two’s complement.
They only differ by the range of values that each type can hold. These ranges and the number of
bytes used to represent variables from each type are given in Table 3.1.Table 3.1: Ranges for
primitive integer types in Java.Note that the range of byte is included in that of short, of short in
that of int, and so on. We say that short is broader than byte, int is broader than short, and long is
broader than int.Exercise 3.1A variable declared with type byte can only represent 256 different
values, the integers in the range -128 to 127. Why use byte at all, then? Since a byte value only
takes up a single byte, it can save memory, especially if you have a list of variables called an
array, which we will discuss in Chapter 6. However, too narrow of a range will result in underflow
and overflow. Java programmers are advised to stick with int for general use. If you need to
represents values larger than 2 billion or smaller than -2 billion, use long. Once you are an
experienced programmer, you may occasionally use byte and short to save space, but they
should be used sparingly and for a clear purpose.Example 3.1: Integer variablesConsider the
following declarations.byte age ;int numberOfRooms ;long foreverCounter = 0;The first of these
statements declares age to be a variable of type byte. This declaration means that age can
assume any value from the range for byte. For a human being, this limitation is reasonable (but
dangerously close to the limit) since there is no documented case of a person living more than
122 years. Similarly, the next declaration declares numberOfRooms to be of type int. The last
declaration declares foreverCounter to be of type long and initializes it to 0.Since age is a



variable, its value can change during program execution. Note that the above declaration of age
does not assign a value to it. When they are declared, all integer variables are set to 0 by Java.
However, to make sure that the programmer is explicit about what he or she wants, the compiler
will give an error in most cases if a variable is used without first having its value set.Like any
other integer variable, we can assign age a value as follows.age = 32;Doing so assigns the value
32 to variable age. Note that the Java compiler would not complain if you were to assign -10 to
the variable age, even though it is impossible for a human to have a negative age (at least,
without a time machine). Java attaches no meaning to the name you give to a variable. Earlier,
we said that variables had to match the type of literals you want to store into them. In the
example above, we declared age with type byte and then stored 32 into it. What is the type of
32? Is it byte, short, int, or long? By default, all integer literals have type int, but they can be used
with byte or short variables provided that they fit within the range. Thus, the following line causes
an error.byte fingers = 128;If you want to specify a literal to have type long, you can append l or L
to it. Thus, 42 is an int literal, but 42L is a long literal. You should always use L since l can be
difficult to distinguish from 1.At the time of this writing, Java 7 is the newest version of Java, but it
has not yet become popular or widespread. In Java 7, you are allowed to put any number of
underscores (_) inside of numerical literals to break them up for the sake of readability. Thus,
123_45_6789 might represent a social security number, or you could use underscores instead
of commas to write three million as 3_000_000. To use this syntax, you must have a Java 7
compiler and be sure that your code will never need to be compiled in an earlier version of Java.
Note that you should never use a comma in a numerical Java literal, no matter which version of
Java.Floating point numbers: float and doubleTo represent numbers with fractional parts, Java
provides two floating point types, double and float. Because of limits on floating point precision
discussed in Chapter 1, Java cannot represent all rational or real numbers, but these types
provide good approximations. If you have a variable that takes on floating point values such as
3.14, 1.707 × 1025, 9.8, and so on, it ought to be declared as a double or a float.Example 3.2:
Floating point declarationsConsider the following declarations.float roomArea ;double avogadro
= 6.02214179 E23The first of the above two statements declares roomArea to be of type float.
Note that the declaration does not initialize roomArea to any value. Similar to integer primitive
types, an uninitialized floating point variable contains 0.0, but Java usually forces the
programmer to assign a value to a variable before using it. The second of the above two
statements declares avogadro to be a variable of type double and initializes it to the well-known
Avogadro constant 6.02214179 × 1023. Note the use of E to mean “ten to the power of.” In Java,
you could write 0.33 × 10–12 as 0.33E-12, or the number -4.325 × 1018 as -4.325E18 (or even
-4.325E+18 if you would like to write the sign of the exponent explicitly). Accuracy in number
representationAs discussed in Chapter 1, integer types within their specified ranges have their
exact representations. For example, if you assign 19 to a variable of type int and then print this
value, you always get exactly 19. Floating point numbers do not have this guarantee of exact
representation.Example 3.3: Floating point accuracyTry executing the following statements from



within a Java program.double test = 0.0;test += 0.1;System.out.println (test);test +=
0.1;System.out.println (test);test += 0.1;Since we are adding 0.1 each time, one would expect to
see outputs of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3. The first two numbers print as expected, but the third number
prints out as 0.30000000000000004. It may seem counterintuitive, but 0.1 is a repeating decimal
in binary, meaning that it cannot be represented exactly using the 64-bit IEEE floating point
standard. The System.out.println() method hides this ugliness by rounding the output past a
certain level of precision, but by the third addition, the number has drifted far enough away from
0.3 that an unexpected number peeks out. Variables of type float give you an accuracy of about
6 decimal digits while those of type double give about 15 decimal digits. Does the accuracy of
floating point number representation matter? The answer to this question depends on your
application. In some applications, 6-digit accuracy may be adequate. However, when doing
large-scale simulations, such as computing the trajectory of a spacecraft on a mission to Mars,
15-digit accuracy might be a matter of life or death. In fact, even double precision may not be
enough. There is a special BigDecimal class which can perform arbitrarily high precision
calculations, but due to its low speed and high complexity, it should only be used in those rare
situations when a programmer requires a much higher level of precision than what double
provides.Java programmers are recommended to use double for general purpose computing.
The float type should only be used in special cases where storage or speed are critical and
accuracy is not. Because of its greater accuracy, double is considered a broader type than float.
You can store float values in a double without losing precision, but the reverse is not true.All
floating point literals in Java have type double unless they have an f or F appended on the end.
Thus, 3.14 is a double literal, but 3.14f is a float literal.Floating point outputFormatting output for
floating point numbers has an extra complication compared to integers: How many digits after
the decimal point should be displayed? If you are representing money, it is common to show
exactly two digits after the decimal point. By default, all of the non-zero digits are shown.Instead
of using System.out.print(), you can use System.out.format() to control formatting. When using
System.out.format(), the first argument to the method is a format string, a piece of text that gives
all the text you want to output as well as special format specifiers that indicate where other data
is to appear and how it should be formatted. This method takes an additional argument for each
format specifier you use. The specifier %d is for integer values, the specifier %f is for floating
point values (including both float and double types), and the specifier %s is for text. Consider the
following example:System.out.format ("%s! I broke %d records in %f seconds.\n", " Bob ", 3,
2.4985) ;The output of this code isBob! I broke 3 records in 2.4985 seconds.This kind of output
is based on the printf() function used for output in the C programming language. It allows the
programmer to have a holistic picture of what the final output might look like, but it also gives
control of formatting through the format specifiers. For example, you can choose the number of
digits for a floating point value to display after the decimal point by putting a . and the number
between the % and the f.System.out.format ("$ %.2 f\n", 123.456789 );The output of this code is
$123.46rounding the last digit appropriately. To learn about other ways to use format strings to



manipulate output, read the documentation at .Basic arithmeticThe following table lists the
arithmetic operators available in Java. All of these operators can be used on both the integer
primitive types and the floating point primitive types.The first four of these should be familiar to
you. Addition, subtraction, and multiplication work as you would expect, provided that the result
is within the range defined for the types you’re using, but division is a little confusing. If you
divide two integer values in Java, you’ll get an integer as a result. If there would have been a
fractional part, it will be truncated, not rounded. Consider the following.int x = 1999/1000;In
normal mathematics, 1,999 ÷ 1,000 = 1.999. In Java, 1999/1000 yields 1, and that’s what is
stored in x. For floating point numbers, Java works much more like normal mathematics.double y
= 1999.0/1000.0;In this case, y contains 1.999. The literals 1999.0 and 1000.0 have type double.
The type of y does not affect the division, but it had to be double to be a legal place to store the
result.Pitfall: Unexpected integer divisionIt’s easy to focus on the variable and forget about the
types involved in the operation. Consider the following.double z = 1999/1000;Because z has
type double, it seems that the result of the division should be 1.999. However, the dividend and
the divisor have type int, and the result is 1. This value is converted into double and stored in z
as 1.0. This mistake is more commonly seen in the following scenario.double half = 1/2;The
code looks fine at first, but 1/2 yields 0. If the result is to be stored in a double variable, it is better
to multiply by 0.5 instead of dividing by 2.You may not have thought about this idea since
elementary school, but the division operator (/) finds the quotient of two numbers. The modulus
operator (%) finds the remainder. For example, 15/6 is 2, but 15 % 6 is 3 because 6 goes into 15
twice with 3 left over. The modulus operator is usually used with integer values, but it is also
defined to work with floating point values in Java. It’s easy to dismiss the modulus operator
because we don’t often use it in daily life, but it is incredibly useful in programming. On its face, it
allows us to see the remainder after division. This idea can be applied to see if a number is even
or odd. It can also be used to compress a large range of random integers to a smaller range.
Keep an eye out for it. We’ll use it many times in this book.PrecedenceAlthough all the previous
examples use only one mathematical operator, you can combine several operators and
operands into a larger expression like the following.((a + b) * (c + d)) \% eSuch expressions are
evaluated from left to right, using the standard order of operations: The * and / (and also %)
operators are given precedence over the + and - operators. Like in mathematics, parentheses
have the highest precedence and can be used to add clarity. Thus, the order of evaluation of a +
b / c is the same as a + (b / c) but different from (a + b) / c.Example 3.4: Order of
operationsConsider the following lines of code.int a = 31;int b = 16;int c = 1;int d = 2;a = b + c * d
- a / b / d;What is the result? The first operation to be evaluated is c * d, yielding 2. The next is a /
b, yielding 1, which is then divided by d, yielding 0. Next b + 2 gives 18, and 18 - 0 is still 18.
Thus, the value stored in a is 18.Your inner mathematician might be nervous that a is used in the
expression on the right side of the assignment and is also the variable where the result is stored.
This situation is very common in programming. The value of a doesn’t change until after all the
math has been done. The assignment always happens last. All of the operators we have



discussed so far are binary operators. This use of the word “binary” has nothing to do with base
2. A binary operator takes two things and does something, like adding them together. A unary
operator takes a single operand and does something. The - operator can be used as a unary
operator to negate a literal, variable, or expression. A unary negation has a higher precedence
than the other operators, just like in mathematics. In other words, the variable or expression will
be negated before it is multiplied or divided. The + operator can be used anywhere you would
use a unary negation, although it doesn’t actually do anything. Consider the following
statements.int a = - 4;int b = -c + d * -(e * f);int s = +t + (-r);ShortcutsSome operations happen
frequently in Java. For example, increasing a variable by some amount is a common task. If you
want to increase the value of variable value by 10, you can write the following.value = value +
10;Although the statement above is not excessively long, increasing a variable is common
enough that there’s shorthand for it. To achieve the same effect, you can use the +=
operator.value += 10;The += operator gets the value of the variable, in this case value, adds
whatever is on its right side, in this case 10, and stores the result back into the variable.
Essentially, it saves you from writing the name of the variable twice. And += is not the only
shortcut. It is only one member of a family of shortcut operators that perform a binary operation
between the variable on the left side and the expression on the right side and then store the
value back into the variable. There is a -= operator that decreases a variable, a *= operator that
scales a variable, and several others, including shortcuts for bitwise operations we cover in the
next subsection.These assignment shortcuts are useful and can make a line shorter and easier
to read.Pitfall: Weak type checking with assignment shortcutsBecause you can lose precision, it
is not allowed to store a double value into an int variable.Thus, the following lines of code are
illegal and will not compile.int x = 0;x = x + 0.1;In this case, the check makes a lot of sense. If you
were able to add 0.1 to 0 and then store that value into an int variable, the fractional part would
be truncated, keeping 0 in the variable. However, this safeguard against lost precision is not
done with assignment shortcuts. Even though we expect the following lines to be functionally
identical to the previous ones, they will compile (but still do nothing).int x = 0;x += 0.1;This kind
of error can cause problems when the program expects the value of x to grow and eventually
reach some level.There are also two unary shortcuts. Incrementing a value by one and
decrementing a value by one are such common operations that they get their own special
operators, ++ and –.Using either an increment or decrement changes the value of a variable. In
all other cases, the use of an assignment operator is required to change a variable. Even in the
binary shortcuts given before, the programmer is reminded that an assignment is occurring
because the = symbol is present.Both the increment and decrement operators come in prefix
and postfix flavors. You can write the ++ (or the –) in front of the variable you are changing or
behind it.int value = 5;value++; //now value is 6++value; //now value is 7value–; //value is 6
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